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Abstract
Tensor time series, which is a time series consisting of tensorial observations, has become
ubiquitous. It typically exhibits high dimensionality. One approach for dimension reduction is
to use a factor model structure, in a form similar to Tucker tensor decomposition, except that
the time dimension is treated as a dynamic process with a time dependent structure. In this
paper we introduce two approaches to estimate such a tensor factor model by using iterative
orthogonal projections of the original tensor time series. The approaches extend the existing
estimation procedures and our theoretical investigation shows that they improve the estimation
accuracy and convergence rate significantly. The developed approaches are similar to higher
order orthogonal projection methods for tensor decomposition, but with significant differences
and theoretical properties. Simulation study is conducted to further illustrate the statistical
properties of these estimators.
1 Introduction
Motivated by a diverse range of modern scientific applications, analysis of tensors, or multi-
dimensional arrays, has emerged as one of the most important and active research areas in statis-
tics, computer science, and machine learning. Large tensors are encountered in genomics (Alter and
Golub, 2005, Omberg et al., 2007), neuroimaging analysis (Sun and Li, 2017, Zhou et al., 2013),
recommender systems (Bi et al., 2018), computer vision (Liu et al., 2012), community detection
(Anandkumar et al., 2014), among others. High-order tensors often bring about high dimension-
ality and impose significant computational challenges. For example, functional MRI produces a
time series of 3-dimensional brain images, typically consisting of hundreds of thousands of voxels
observed over time. Previous work has developed various tensor-based methods for independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) tensor data or tensor data with i.i.d. noise. However, as far as
we know, the statistical framework for general tensor time series data was not well studied in the
literature.
Factor analysis is one of the most useful tools for understanding common dependence among
multi-dimensional outputs. Over the past decades, vector factor models have been extensively
studied in the statistics and economics communities. For instance, Chamberlain and Rothschild
(1983), Bai and Ng (2002), Bai (2003) and Stock and Watson (2002) developed the static factor
model using principal component analysis (PCA). They assumed that the common factors must
have impact on most of the time series, and weak serial dependence is allowed for the idiosyncratic
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noise process. Fan et al. (2011, 2013, 2018) established large covariance matrix estimation based on
the static factor model. The static factor model has been further extended to the dynamic factor
model in Forni et al. (2000). The latent factors are assumed to follow a time series process, which
is commonly taken to be a vector autoregressive process. Fan et al. (2016) studied semi-parametric
factor models through projected principal component analysis. Pan and Yao (2008), Lam et al.
(2011) and Lam and Yao (2012) adopted another type of factor model. They assumed that the
latent factors should capture all dynamics of the observed process, and thus the idiosyncratic noise
process has no serial dependence.
Although there have been significant efforts in developing methodologies and theories for vector
factor models, there is paucity of literature on matrix- or tensor-valued time series. Wang et al.
(2019) proposed a matrix factor model for matrix-valued time series, which explores the matrix
structure. Chen et al. (2019a) established a general framework for incorporating domain and prior
knowledge in the matrix factor model through linear constraints. Chen and Chen (2019) applied the
matrix factor model to the dynamic transport network. Chen et al. (2020) developed an inferential
theory of the matrix factor model under a different setting from that in Wang et al. (2019) .
Recently, Chen et al. (2019b) introduced a factor approach for analyzing high dimensional
dynamic tensor time series in the form
Xt “Mt ` Et, (1)
where X1, ...,XT P Rd1ˆ¨¨¨ˆdK are the observed tensor time series,Mt and Et are the corresponding
signal and noise components of Xt, respectively. The goal is to estimate the unknown signal tensor
Mt from the tensor time series data. Following Lam and Yao (2012), it is assumed that the signal
part accommodates all dynamics, making the idiosyncratic noise Et uncorrelated (white) across
time. It is further assumed that Mt is in a lower dimensional space and has certain multilinear
decomposition. Specifically, we assume thatMt satisfies the following Tucker-type decomposition.
Then model (1) can be rewritten as
Xt “ Ft ˆ1 A1 ˆ2 . . .ˆK AK ` Et, (2)
where Ak is the deterministic loading matrix of size dk ˆ rk and rk ! dk, and the core tensor Ft
itself is a latent tensor factor process of dimension r1 ˆ . . . ˆ rK . Here the k-mode product of
X P Rd1ˆd2ˆ¨¨¨ˆdK with a matrix U P Rd1kˆdk , denoted as X ˆk U , is an order K-tensor of size
d1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ dk´1 ˆ d1k ˆ dk`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ dK such that
pX ˆk Uqi1,...,ik´1,j,ik`1,...,iK “
dkÿ
ik“1
Xi1,i2,...,iKUj,ik .
The core tensor Ft is usually much smaller than Xt in dimension. This structure provides an
effective dimension reduction, as all the comovements of individual time series in Xt are driven by
Ft. Without loss of generality, assume that Ak is of rank rk ! dk. It should be noted that vector
and matrix factor models can be viewed as special cases of our model since a vector time series is a
tensor time series composed of a single fiber and a matrix times series is one composed of a single
slice.
Chen et al. (2019b) proposed two estimation procedures (TOPUP and TIPUP) for estimating
the column space spanned by the loading matrix Ak, for k “ 1, . . . ,K. Their procedures are
based on two matrix unfolding operations of the auto-cross-moment of the original tensors Xt and
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Xt´h, h ą 0, and utilizing the assumption that the noise Et and Et´h, h ą 0 are uncorrelated. The
convergence rates of their estimators critically depend on d “ d1d2 . . . dK , a potentially very large
number as dk, k “ 1, . . . ,K, are large. Often they require a large T , the length of the time series,
for accurate estimation of the loading spaces.
In this paper we propose two extensions of the estimation approaches taken by Chen et al.
(2019b), motivated by the following observation. Suppose that the loading matrices Ak are or-
thonormal with AJkAk “ I, and we are given A2, . . . , AK . Let
Zt “ Xt ˆ2 AJ2 ˆ3 . . .ˆK AJK ; and Et˚ “ Et ˆ2 AJ2 ˆ3 . . .ˆK AJK ;
Then (2) leads to
Zt “ Ft ˆ1 A1 ` Et˚ (3)
where Zt is a d1 ˆ r2 ˆ . . .ˆ rk tensor. Since rk ! dk, Zt is a much smaller tensor than Xt. Under
proper (weak) conditions on the combined noise tensor Et˚ , estimation of the loading space of A1
based on Zt can be made significantly more accurate, as the convergence rate now depends on
d1r2 . . . rk rather than d1d2 . . . dk.
Of course, in practice we do not know A2, . . . , AK . Similar to backfitting algorithms, we propose
an iterative algorithm. With a proper initial value, we iteratively estimate the loading space of Ak
at iteration j based on
Zpjqt,k “ Xt ˆ1 AˆpjqJ1 ˆ2 . . .ˆk´1 AˆpjqJk´1 ˆk`1 Aˆpj´1qJk`1 ˆk`2 . . .ˆK Aˆpj´1qJK ,
using the estimate Aˆ
pj´1q
k1 , k ă k1 ď K obtained in the previous iteration and the estimate Aˆpjqk1 , 1 ď
k1 ă k obtained in the current iteration. Our theoretical investigation shows that the iterative
procedures for estimating A1 can achieve the convergence rate as if all A2, . . . , AK are known and
we indeed observe Zt following model (3). We call the procedure iTOPUP and iTIPUP, based on the
matrix unfolding mechanism used, corresponding to TOPUP and TIPUP procedures of Chen et al.
(2019b). To be more specific, our algorithms have two steps: (i) We first use the estimated column
space of factor loading matrices of TOPUP (resp. TIPUP) in Chen et al. (2019b) to construct the
initial estimate of factor loading spaces; (ii) We then iteratively perform matrix unfolding of the
auto-cross-moments of much smaller tensors Zpjqt,k to obtain the final estimators.
We note that the iterative procedure is similar to higher order orthogonal iteration (HOOI) that
has been widely studied in the literature; see, e.g., De Lathauwer et al. (2000), Sheehan and Saad
(2007), Liu et al. (2014), Zhang and Xia (2018), among others. However, most of the existing works
are not designed for tensor time series. They do not consider the the special role of the time mode
nor the covariance structure in the time direction. Often the signal part are treated as fixed or
deterministic. In this paper we focus on the setting that the core tensor Ft in (2) is dynamic which
requires special treatment. Although our iterative procedures in each iteration also consist of power
up and orthogonal projection operations, similar to HOOI, the matrix unfolding operation is on
the auto-cross-moments that pays special attention to the time mode. Although iTOPUP proposed
here can be reformulated as a twist of HOOI on the auto-covariance tensor, iTIPUP is different
and cannot be recast equivalently as a HOOI. More importantly, the theoretical investigation and
theoretical properties of the estimators are fundamentally different from those of HOOI, due to the
dynamic structure of tensor time series and the use of auto-cross-moments, instead of covariance
matrices.
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In this paper, we establish upper bounds on the estimation errors for both the iTOPUP and
the iTIPUP, which are much sharper than the respective theoretical guarantees for TOPUP and
TIPUP in Chen et al. (2019b), demonstrating the benefits of iterative projection. It is also shown
that our algorithms converge within a logarithmic number of iterations. We mainly focus on the
cases where the tensor dimensions are large and of similar order. We also cover the cases where
the dimensions and the ranks of the tensor factor increase with the dimensions of the tensor time
series. Alternative methods to the iTOPUP and iTIPUP are discussed.
Chen et al. (2019b) showed that the TIPUP has a faster rate than the TOPUP, under a mild
condition on the level of signal cancellation. In contrast, the theoretically guaranteed rate of
convergence for the iTOPUP in this paper is of the same order or even faster than that for the
iTIPUP under certain regularity conditions. Our results also suggest an interesting phenomenon.
Using the iterative procedures, we find that both the increase in dimension and in sample size can
improve the estimation of the factor loading space of the tensor factor model with the tensor order
K ě 2. We believe that such a super convergence rate is new in the literature. Specifically, under
the strong factor conditions, the convergence rate of the iterative procedures for estimating the
space of Ak is OPpT´1{2d´1{2´k q, where d´k “
ś
j‰k dj , while the traditional rate of the non-iterative
procedures is OPpT´1{2q for univariate factor model (Lam et al., 2011), matrix/tensor factor model
(Chen et al., 2019b, Wang et al., 2019). While the increase in the dimensions dk (k “ 1, . . . ,K)
will not improve the performance of the non-iterative estimators, it significantly improves that of
the proposed iterative estimators.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2.1 introduces basic notation and preliminaries
of tensor analysis. We present the tensor factor model and the procedures for the iTOPUP and
iTIPUP in Section 2.2 and 2.3. Theoretical properties of the iTOPUP and iTIPUP are investigated
in Section 3. Numerical comparison of our iterative procedures and other methods is given in Section
4. Section 5 provides a brief summary. All technical details are relegated to Appendix.
2 Tensor Factor Model by Orthogonal Iteration
2.1 Notation and preliminaries for tensor analysis
Throughout this paper, for a vector x “ px1, ..., xpqJ, define }x}q “ pxq1`...`xqpq1{q, q ě 1. For a ma-
trixA “ paijq P Rmˆn, write the SVD asA “ UΣV J, where Σ “ diagpσ1pAq, σ2pAq, ..., σmintm,nupAqq,
with the singular values σ1pAq ě σ2pAq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě σmintm,nupAq ě 0 in descending order. The matrix
Frobenius norm can be denoted as }A}F “ přij a2ijq1{2 “ přmintm,nui“1 σ2i pAqq1{2. Define the spectral
norm
}A}S “ max}x}2“1,}y}2“1 }x
JAy}2 “ σ1pAq.
Let σminpAq (resp. σmaxpAq) be the smallest (resp. largest) nontrivial singular value of A. Denote
the projection operator onto the column space of A as PA “ ApAJAq:AJ, where p¨q: is the Moore-
Penrose pseudo-inverse. Based on the SVD A “ UΣV J with Σ nonsingular, PA can be equivalently
written as PA “ UUJ. For any two matrices A P Rm1ˆr1 , B P Rm2ˆr2 , denote the Kronecker
product d as A d B P Rm1m2ˆr1r2 . Let ξ “ pξ1, ..., ξpqJ be a random vector. For two sequences
of real numbers tanu and tbnu, write an “ Opbnq (resp. an — bn) if there exists a constant C such
that |an| ď C|bn| (resp. 1{C ď an{bn ď C) holds for all sufficiently large n, and write an “ opbnq if
limnÑ8 an{bn “ 0. Write an À bn (resp. an Á bn) if there exist a constant C such that an ď Cbn
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(resp. an ě Cbn). Denote a^ b “ minta, bu and a_ b “ maxta, bu. We use C,C1, c, c1, ... to denote
generic constants, whose actual values may vary from line to line.
For any two m ˆ r matrices with orthonormal columns, say, U and pU , suppose the singular
values of UJ pU are σ1 ě σ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě σr ě 0. A natural measure of distance between the column
spaces of U and pU is then
}pU pUJ ´ UUJ}S “a1´ σ2r , (4)
which equals to the sine of the largest principle angle between the column spaces of U and pU .
For any two tensors A P Rm1ˆm2ˆ¨¨¨ˆmK ,B P Rr1ˆr2ˆ¨¨¨ˆrN , denote the tensor product b as
Ab B P Rm1ˆ¨¨¨ˆmKˆr1ˆ¨¨¨ˆrN , such that
pAb Bqi1,...,iK ,j1,...,jN “ pAqi1,...,iK pBqj1,...,jN .
Let vecp¨q be the vectorization of matrices and tensors. The mode-k unfolding (or matricization)
is defined as matkpAq, which maps a tensor A to a matrix matkpAq P Rmkˆ
śK
j‰kmj . For example,
if A P Rm1ˆm2ˆm3 , then
pmat1pAqqi,pj`m2pk´1qq “ pmat2pAqqj,pk`m3pi´1qq “ pmat3pAqqk,pi`m1pj´1qq “ Aijk.
The tensor Hilbert Schmidt norm for a tensor A P Rm1ˆm2ˆ¨¨¨ˆmK is defined as
}A}HS “
gffe m1ÿ
i1“1
¨ ¨ ¨
mKÿ
iK“1
pAq2i1,...,iK .
Define the tensor operator norm for an order-4 tensor A P Rm1ˆm2ˆm3ˆm4 ,
}A}op “ max
# ÿ
i1,i2,i3,i4
ui1,i2 ¨ ui3,i4 ¨ pAqi1,i2,i3,i4 : }U1}F “ }U2}F “ 1
+
,
where U1 “ pui1,i2q P Rm1ˆm2 and U2 “ pui3,i4q P Rm3ˆm4 .
2.2 Tensor factor model
Again, we consider
Xt “ Ft ˆ1 A1 ˆ2 . . .ˆK AK ` Et.
Without loss of generality, assume that Ak is of rank rk. As discussed in Chen et al. (2019b), Ak
is not necessarily orthonormal, which is different from the classical Tucker decomposition (Tucker
(1966)). Model (2) is unchanged if we replace pA1, ..., AK ,Ftq by pA1H1, ..., AKHK ,Ft ˆKk“1 H´1k q
for any invertible rk ˆ rk matrix Hk. We can always rotate an estimated factor loading matrix
whenever appropriate. Although pA1, ..., AK ,Ftq are not uniquely determined, the factor loading
space, that is, the linear space spanned by the columns of Ak, is uniquely defined. Denote the
orthogonal projection to the column space of Ak as
Pk “ PAk “ AkpAJkAkq´1AJk . (5)
We use Pk to represent the factor loading space of Ak. If Ak has SVD Ak “ UkΛkV Jk , then
Pk “ UkUJk . The canonical representation of the tensor times series (2) is written as
Xt “ F pcanoqt ˆKk“1 Uk ` Et,
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where Uk is the left singular matrix of Ak and the core tensor F pcanoqt “ Ft ˆKk“1 pΛkV Jk q absorbs
the diagonal and right singular matrices of Ak. In this canonical form, the loading matrices Uk are
identifiable up to a rotation in general and up to a permutation and sign changes of the columns
of Uk when the singular values are all distinct in the population version of the TOPUP or TIPUP
methods, as we describe in Section 2.3 below. In what follows, we may identify the tensor time
series as its canonical form, i.e. Ak “ Uk, without explicit declaration.
In this paper, we consider more powerful estimation procedures to achieve sharper convergence
rates than the ones in Chen et al. (2019b). It is worth emphasizing that we do not impose any
specific structure for the dynamics of the core tensor factor process Ft P Rr1ˆ¨¨¨ˆrK . The estimation
procedures we use also do not require any additional structure on the noise process Et. Once we
have obtained an estimator of Ak, say pAk, which is actually pUk in the canonical representation, a
natural estimator for the core factor process is
pFt “ Xt ˆ1 pAJ1 ˆ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆK pAJK .
The resulting residuals are pEt “ Xt ´ Xt ˆ1 pP1 ˆ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆK pPK ,
where pPk “ pAkp pAJk pAkq´1 pAJk
is the estimated projection to the column space of Ak. A parsimonious fitting for pFt may be obtained
by appropriately rotating pFt (see, e.g., Tiao and Tsay (1989)). Such a rotation is equivalent to
replacing each pAk by pAkHk with an appropriate orthogonal matrix Hk.
The lagged cross-product of the tensor version of the autocovariance is denoted as Σh, which
can be viewed as an order-2K tensor,
Σh “ E
˜
Tÿ
t“h`1
Xt´h b Xt
T ´ h
¸
“ E
˜
Tÿ
t“h`1
Mt´h bMt
T ´ h
¸
P Rd1ˆ¨¨¨ˆdKˆd1ˆ¨¨¨ˆdK ,
for h “ 1, ..., h0. As Mt “Mt ˆKk“1 Pk for all t,
Σh “ Σh ˆ2Kk“1 Pk “ E
˜
Tÿ
t“h`1
Ft´h b Ft
T ´ h
¸
ˆ2Kk“1 PkAk,
with the notation Ak “ Ak´K and Pk “ Pk´K for all k ą K. Let Ak “ UkΛkV Jk be the SVD
of Ak, where the columns of Uk and Vk are the left singular vectors and right singular vectors,
respectively. Then Pk “ UkUJk . The following estimating procedures are based the sample version
of Σh (h “ 1, ..., h0), pΣh “ Tÿ
t“h`1
Xt´h b Xt
T ´ h , h “ 1, ..., h0. (6)
Here, the term with h “ 0 should be excluded, as the contemporary covariance structure of Et,
EpEt b Etq ‰ 0, is involved in Σ0.
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2.3 Estimating procedures
We start with a quick description of the TOPUP and TIPUP procedures of Chen et al. (2019b).
They serve as the starting point of our proposed iTOPUP and iTIPUP procedures.
(i). Time series Outer-Product Unfolding Procedure (TOPUP):
Let X1:T “ pX1, . . . ,XT q. Define an order-5 tensor as
TOPUPkpX1:T q “
˜
Tÿ
t“h`1
matkpXt´hq bmatkpXtq
T ´ h , h “ 1, ..., h0
¸
, (7)
where h0 is a predetermined positive integer. Here we note that TOPUPkp¨q is a function mapping
a tensor time series to a order-5 tensor.
Let d´k “ d{dk with d “ śKk“1 dk. Then TOPUPkpX1:T q is a tensor of dimension dk ˆ d´k ˆ
dkˆd´kˆh0, and mat1pTOPUPpX1:T qq is a matrix of dimension dkˆpd2h0{dkq. In the definition of
TOPUPkpX1:T q, the information from different time lags is accumulated, which is useful especially
when the sample size T is small. A relatively small h0 is typically used, since the autocorrelation
is often at its strongest with small time lags. Larger h0 strengthens the signal, but also adds more
noise in the calculation of (7); see, e.g., Wang et al. (2019).
The TOPUP method in Chen et al. (2019b) performs SVD of the mode-1 matrix unfolding of
(7) to obtain the truncated left singular matrices
pUTOPUPk,m pX1:T q “ LSVDm pmat1pTOPUPkpX1:T qqq , (8)
where LSVDm stands for the left singular matrix composed of the first m left singular vectors
corresponding to the largest m singular values. Because of the equivalence of SVD and eigen
decomposition, we can take an alternative approach by computing the eigen decomposition of
mat1pTOPUPkpX1:T qqmatJ1 pTOPUPkpX1:T qq to obtain pUTOPUPk,m pX1:T q.
For simplicity, we write
UTOPUPkpX1:T , rkq “ pUTOPUPk,rk pX1:T q, (9)
where rk is the mode-k rank. Again, we emphasize that UTOPUPkp¨q takes input of a tensor time
series of length T with the target mode-k having dimension dk and rank rk, and produces an output
matrix of size dk ˆ rk as the estimate of the mode-k loading matrix.
As the expectation satisfies
E rmat1pTOPUPkpX1:T qqs
“Akmatk
˜
Tÿ
t“h`1
E
ˆFt´h b Ft
T ´ h
˙
ˆk´1l“1 Al ˆ2Kl“k`1 Al, h “ 1, ..., h0
¸
, (10)
the TOPUP is expected to be consistent in estimating the column space of Ak.
(ii). Time series Inner-Product Unfolding Procedure (TIPUP):
Similar to (7), define a dk ˆ pdkh0q matrix as
TIPUPkpX1:T q “ mat1
˜
Tÿ
t“h`1
matkpXt´hqmatJk pXtq
T ´ h , h “ 1, ..., h0
¸
, (11)
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which replaces the tensor product by the inner product in (7). The TIPUP method performs SVD
on TIPUPkpX1:T q: pUTIPUPk,m pX1:T q “ LSVDm pTIPUPkpX1:T qq ,
for k “ 1, ...,K. Again, for simplicity, we write
UTIPUPkpX1:T , rkq “ pUTIPUPk,rk pX1:T q. (12)
where rk is the mode-k rank.
Note that
E rTIPUPkpX1:T qs
“mat1
`xΣh, Ik,k`Kytk,k`Kuc , h “ 1, ..., h0˘
“Akmat1
¨˝C
Tÿ
t“h`1
E
ˆFt´h b Ft
T ´ h
˙
ˆl‰k,1ďlď2K Al, Ik,k`K
G
tk,k`Kuc
, h “ 1, ..., h0‚˛, (13)
where Ik,k`K is an order-2K tensor with elements pIk,k`Kqi,j “ Iti´k “ j´ku, i “ pi1, ..., iKq,
j “ pj1, ..., jKq, i´k “ pi1, ..., ik´1, ik`1, ..., iKq, j´k “ pj1, ..., jk´1, jk`1, ..., jKq. Here, x¨, ¨ytk,k`Kuc
is defined as an inner product summation over all indices other than tk, k `Ku.
The pseudo-code for a generic iterative procedure, under the motivation described in Section 1,
is provided in Algorithm 1. It incorporates two estimators/operators UINIT and UITER that map
a tensor time series to an estimate of the loading matrix. UTOPUP and UTIPUP operators in (9)
and (12) are examples of the operators.
When we use the TOPUP operator (9) for both UINIT and UITER in Algorithm 1, it will
be called iTOPUP procedure. Similarly, iTIPUP uses TIPUP operator (12) for both UINIT and
UITER. Besides these two versions, we may also use TIPUP for UINIT and TOPUP for UITER,
named as TIPUP-iTOPUP. Similarly, TOPUP-iTIPUP denotes the procedure with TOPUP as
UINIT and TIPUP as UITER. These variants are sometimes useful, because TOPUP and TIPUP
have different theoretical properties as the initializer or for iteration, as discussed in Section 3. Other
estimators of the loading spaces based on the tensor time series can also be used in place of UINIT
and UITER, including those briefly mentioned in Chen et al. (2019b), such as the conventional
high order SVD for tensor decomposition, which we refer to as Unfolding Procedure (UP), that
simply performs SVD of the matricization along the appropriate mode of the K ` 1 order tensor
pX1, . . . ,XT q with time dimension as the additional (K+1)-th mode.
Remark 1. As the outer product is taken with TOPUPk in (7), the iTOPUP can be carried out
by applying essentially HOOI to the order 2K+1 auto-cross-moment tensor Σˆh in (6) with the
following iteration: With U
pjq
K`` “ U pjq` for all j ě 0,
pU pjqk “ LSVDrk´matk´Σˆh ˆ`PL´k ppU pjq` qJ ˆ`PL`k ppU pj´1q` qJ, h “ 1, . . . , h0¯¯
where L´k “ tp1 : pk´1qqYppK`1q : pK`k´1qu and L`k “ tppk`1q : KqYppK`k`1q : p2Kqqu.
However, for iTIPUP, we need to first apply the projections to the data Xt before computing
the auto-covariance tensor in the reduced space. Hence iTIPUP cannot be reduced to a HOOI
procedure.
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Algorithm 1 A generic iterative algorithm
1: Input: Xt P Rd1ˆ¨¨¨ˆKdK for t “ 1, ..., T , rk for all k “ 1, ..,K, the tolerance parameter  ą 0,
the maximum number of iterations J , and the UINIT and UITER operators.
2: Let j “ 0, initiate via applying UINIT on tX1:T u, for k “ 1, ...,K, to obtain
pU p0qk “ UINITkpX1:T , rkq.
3: repeat
4: Let j “ j ` 1. At the j-th iteration, for k “ 1, ...,K, given previous estimates
ppU pj´1qk`1 , . . . , pU pj´1qK q and ppU pjq1 , . . . , pU pjqk´1q, sequentially calculate,
Zpjqt,k “ Xt ˆ1 ppU pjq1 qJ ˆ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆk´1 ppU pjqk´1qJ ˆk`1 ppU pj´1qk`1 qJ ˆk`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆK ppU pj´1qK qJ,
for t “ 1, . . . , T . Perform UITER on the new tensor time series Zpjq1:T,k “ pZpjq1,k, . . . ,ZpjqT,kq.
pU pjqk “ UITERkpZpjq1:T,k, rkq.
5: until j “ J or
max
1ďkďK }pU pjqk ppU pjqk qJ ´ pU pj´1qk ppU pj´1qk qJ}S ď ,
6: Estimate and output:
pU iFinalk “ pU pjqk , k “ 1, ...,K,xPk iFinal “ pU iFinalk ppU iFinalk qJ, k “ 1, ...,K,pF iFinalt “ Xt ˆKk“1 ppU iFinalk qJ, t “ 1, ..., T.
3 Theoretical Properties
3.1 Assumptions
In this section, we shall investigate the statistical properties of the proposed iTOPUP and iTIPUP
described in the last section. Our theories provide theoretical guarantees for consistency and present
convergence rates in the estimation of the principle space of the factor loading matrices Ak, under
proper regularity conditions.
We introduce some notations first. Let d “śKk“1 dk, d´k “ d{dk, r “śKk“1 rk and r´k “ r{rk.
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Define order-4 tensors
Θk,h “
Tÿ
t“h`1
matkpMt´hq bmatkpMtq
T ´ h P R
dkˆd´kˆdkˆd´k , (14)
Φk,h “
Tÿ
t“h`1
matkpFt´hq bmatkpFtq
T ´ h P R
rkˆr´kˆrkˆr´k ,
Φ
pcanoq
k,h “
Tÿ
t“h`1
matkpMt´h ˆKk“1 UJk q bmatkpMt´h ˆKk“1 UJk q
T ´ h P R
rkˆr´kˆrkˆr´k ,
with Uk from the SVD Ak “ UkΛkV Jk . We view Φpcanoqk,h as the canonical version of the auto-
covariance of the factor process. Let Ep¨q “ Ep¨|tF1, ...,FT uq. The noiseless version of the order-5
TOPUP tensor (7) is
Θk,1:h0 “ pΘk,h, h “ 1, . . . , h0q “ E
“
TOPUPkpX1:T q
‰ P Rdkˆd´kˆdkˆd´kˆh0 , (15)
and its factor version is Φk,1:h0 “ pΦk,h, h “ 1, . . . , h0q P Rrkˆr´kˆrkˆr´kˆh0 . Similarly define
Θk˚,h “
Tÿ
t“h`1
matkpMt´hqmatJk pMtq
T ´ h P R
dkˆdk , (16)
Φk˚,h “
Tÿ
t“h`1
matkpFt´hqmatJk pFtq
T ´ h P R
rkˆrk ,
Φ
˚pcanoq
k,h “ UJk Θk˚,hUk “
Tÿ
t“h`1
matkpMt´h ˆKk“1 UJk qmatJk pMt ˆKk“1 UJk q
T ´ h P R
rkˆrk .
The noiseless version of (11) without matricization is
Θk˚,1:h0 “ pΘk˚,h, h “ 1, . . . , h0q “ E
“
TIPUPkpX1:T q
‰ P Rdkˆdkˆh0 (17)
and its factor version is Φk˚,1:h0 “ pΦk˚,h, h “ 1, . . . , h0q P Rrkˆrkˆh0 . Let τk,m be the m-th singular
value of the noiseless version of the mode-k TOPUP matrix unfolding,
τk,m “ σmpEmat1pTOPUPkpX1:T qqq “ σm
`
mat1pΘk,1:h0q
˘ “ σm`mat1pΦpcanoqk,1:h0 q˘.
Then the signal strength for iTOPUP can be characterized as
λk “
b
h
´1{2
0 τk,rk . (18)
Similarly, let
τk˚,m “ σmpEpTIPUPkpX1:T qqq “ σm
`
mat1pΘk˚,1:h0q
˘ “ σm`mat1pΦ˚pcanoqk,1:h0 q˘.
Then the signal strength for iTIPUP can be characterized as
λk˚ “
b
h
´1{2
0 τk˚,rk . (19)
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We note that λ˚2k ď }Θ1˚,0}S{p1´ h0{T q by (16) and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
To present theoretical properties of the proposed procedures, we establish the following condi-
tions. These assumptions are used in Chen et al. (2019b) for the theoretical properties of TOPUP
and TIPUP procedures. As TOPUP and TIPUP are basic operations for the proposed iterative
algorithms in this paper, the assumptions are also used here, though we present them slightly
differently for better presentation.
Assumption 1. The error process Et are independent Gaussian tensors, condition on the factor
process tFt, t P Zu. In addition, there exists some constant σ ą 0, such that
EpuJvecpEtqq2 ď σ2}u}22, u P Rd.
This assumption is standard in most factor modelling literature. See the discussion in Chen
et al. (2019b). Under this assumption the magnitude of the noise can be measured by the dimension
dk before the projection and by the ranks rk after the projection. The main theorems (Theorems 1
and 2 in Sections 3.2 and 3.3) are based on this assumption on the noise alone, and covers all
possible settings for the signal Mt. To make our discussion more clear and to provide further
interpretation and simplified version of the main theorems, we provide more detailed conditions
and convergence rates of the iTOPUP and iTIPUP algorithms under the following two different
assumptions on the signal process Mt.
Assumption 2. Assume r1, ..., rK are fixed. The factor process Ft is weakly stationary, and
1
T ´ h
Tÿ
t“h`1
Ft´h b Ft ÝÑ EpFt´h b Ftq in probability,
where the elements of EpFt´h b Ftq are all finite. In addition, the condition numbers of AJkAk
(k “ 1, ...,K) are bounded. Furthermore, assume that h0 is fixed, and
(i) (TOPUP related): Ermat1pΦk,1:h0qs is of rank rk for 1 ď k ď K.
(ii) (TIPUP related): Ermat1pΦ˚pcanoqk,1:h0 qs is of rank rk for 1 ď k ď K.
Under this assumption, the factor process has a fixed expected auto-cross-moment tensor with
fixed dimensions. The assumption that the condition numbers of AJkAk (k “ 1, ...,K) are bounded
corresponds to the pervasive condition (e.g., Stock and Watson (2002), Bai (2003)). It ensures that
all the singular values of Ak are of the same order. Such conditions are commonly imposed in factor
analysis.
As our methods are based on auto-cross-moment at nonzero lags, we do not need to assume any
specific model for the latent process Ft, except some rank conditions in Assumption 2(i) and (ii),
In order to provide a more concrete understanding of Assumption 2(i) and (ii), consider the case
of k “ 1 and K “ 2. We write the factor process Ft “ pfi,j,tqd1ˆd2 , and the stationary auto-cross-
moments φi1,j1,i2,j2,h “ Epfi1,j1,t´hfi2,j2,tq. Hence Ermat1pΦk,1:h0qs is a rk ˆ pr´krkr´kh0q matrix,
with columns being φ¨,j1,i2,j2,h. Since Ermat1pΦk,1:h0qsErmat1pΦk,1:h0qsJ is a sum of many semi-
positive definite rk ˆ rk matrices, if any one of these matrices is full rank, then Ermat1pΦk,1:h0qs is
of rank rk. Hence Assumption 2(i) is relatively easy to fulfill. On the other hand, Assumption 2(ii)
is quite different. First, the condition is in the canonical form of the model as the inner product
in TIPUP related procedures behaves differently. Let F pcanoqt “ UJ1MtU2 “ pf pcanoqi,j,t qd1ˆd2 , and
φ
pcanoq
i1,j1,i2,j2,h
“ Epf pcanoqi1,j1,t´hf
pcanoq
i2,j2,t
). Then }Φ˚pcanoq1,1:h0 }2HS “
řh0
h“1
ř
i1,i2
`řr2
j“1 φ
pcanoq
i1,j,i2,j,h
˘2
. As φ
pcanoq
i1,j,i2,j,h
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may be positive or negative for different i1, i2, j, h, the summation
řr2
j“1 φ
pcanoq
i1,j,i2,j,h
is subject to
potential signal cancellation for h ą 0. Assumption 2(ii) ensures that there is no complete signal
cancellation that makes the rank of Ermat1pΦ˚pcanoqk,1:h0 qs less than rk. Note that the conditions depend
on the choice of h0. See the discussion in Chen et al. (2019b).
In general, the dimensions of the core factor rk (k “ 1, ...,K) may diverge as the dimensions of
signal tensor dk (k “ 1, ...,K) grow to infinity. The following assumption provides a more concrete
set of conditions that can be used to provide some insights of the properties of the iTOPUP and
iTIPUP algorithms.
Assumption 3. For a certain δ0 P r0, 1s, }Θk,0}op — σ2d1´δ0r´ 12 and }Θk˚,0}S — σ2d1´δ0r
1
2 r´1k with
probability approaching one (as T Ñ8). For the singular values, two scenarios are considered.
(i) (TOPUP related): There exist some constants δ1 P rδ0, 1s and c1 ą 0 such that with probability
approaching one (as T Ñ8), λ2k ě c1σ2d1´δ1r´
1
2
k , for all k “ 1, ...,K.
(ii) (TIPUP related): There exist some constants δ1 P rδ0, 1s, c2 ą 0 and δ2 ě 0 such that with
probability approaching one (as T Ñ8), λ˚2k ě c2σ2d1´δ1r´
1
2
k r
´δ2´k , for all k “ 1, ...,K.
Assumption 3 is similar to the signal strength condition of Lam and Yao (2012), and the
pervasive condition on the factor loadings (e.g., Stock and Watson (2002) and Bai (2003)). This
assumption describes the signal process Mt in terms of factor strength. It is more general than
Assumption 2 in the sense that it allows r1, ..., rK to diverge and the latent process Ft does not
have to be weakly stationary.
We take δ0, δ1 as measures of the strength of factors. They roughly indicate how much informa-
tion is contained in the signals compared with the amount of noise, with respect to the dimensions
and ranks, d, r and rk. In this sense, they reflect the signal to noise ratio. When δ0 “ δ1 “ 0, the
factors are called strong factors; otherwise, the factors are called weak factors.
Remark 2 (Signal Strength δ0). Following Lam and Yao (2012), we may assume }Θk,0}2HS —
d2pσ2d´δ0q2. This assumption can be seen from the following. Note that }Θk,0}2HS is the sum of
total d2 terms, each is the square of the time average of the cross-product of the entries in Mt.
When pd2q1´δ0 of the d2 terms are roughly constant (and comparable with σ2), and the rest are
almost zero, then the total sum would be — d2pσ2d´δ0q2. In this case 1 ´ δ0 controls how sparse
the signal tensor Mt is. If δ0 “ 0, the signal tensor Mt is dense with entries comparable with the
noise level σ, hence with strong factors. If the proportion of the nonzero entries in Mt increases
at the rate of pd2q1´δ0 , or the overall average of the d2 terms decreases at the rate pd2q´δ0 , the
signal strength is δ0 ą 0. If in addition all the nonzero eigenvalues are of the same order for each
of the nonnegative-definite mappings Θk,0 : Rd Ñ Rd and Θk˚,0 : Rdk Ñ Rdk , with respective ranks
r “ śKk“1 rk and rk, we would have }Θk,0}op — σ2d1´δ0r´ 12 and }Θk˚,0}S — σ2d1´δ0r 12 r´1k due to
trpΘk,0q “ trpΘk˚,0q. The assumptions on the ranks of Θk,0 and Θk˚,0 hold when Φk,0 and Φk˚,0 are
of full rank and rankpAkq “ rk, which is a typical condition in the factor model setting.
Remark 3 (Assumption 3(i) and the role of δ1). In fact, for TOPUP, Assumption 3(i) holds when
(a) }Emat1pTOPUPkq}2HS “
řh0
h“1 }Θk,h}2HS — h0σ4d2p1´δ1q and (b) all the nonzero singular values
of Ermat1pTOPUPkqs are of the same order. Again, consider the case of k “ 1 and K “ 2. We
write the factor process in the canonical form as Ft “ UJ1MtU2 “ pfi,j,tqd1ˆd2 , and φpcanoqi1,j1,i2,j2,h “řT
t“h`1 fi1,j1,t´hfi2,j2,t{pT ´ hq as the time average cross product between fibers fi1,j1,1:T and
fi2,j2,1:T of the factor process. The first condition (a) means
řh0
h“1 }Θ1,h}2HS “
řh0
h“1 }Φpcanoq1,h }2HS “
12
ř
i1,j1,i2,j2,h
`
φ
pcanoq
i1,j1,i2,j2,h
˘2 — h0σ4d2p1´δ1q, which is in the same form as }Θ1,0}2HS “ }Φpcanoq1,0 }2HS —
σ4d2p1´δ0q. As }Θ1,h}2HS ď }Θ1,0}2HS{p1 ´ h{T q2 by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we need to assume
δ1 ě δ0 in Assumption 3(i).
Remark 4 (Assumption 3(ii) and the role of δ2). However, the same rationale in Remark 3 may not
be directly applicable to TIPUP. Note that }Θ1˚,h}2HS “ }Φ˚pcanoq1,h }2HS “
ř
i1,i2
`řr2
j“1 φ
pcanoq
i1,j,i2,j,h
˘2
. As
the discussion of Assumption 2(ii), the summation
řr2
j“1 φ
pcanoq
i1,j,i2,j,h
is subject to signal cancellation
for h ą 0. To take into account this signal cancellation, we may assumeÿ
i1,i2,h
` r2ÿ
j“1
φ
pcanoq
i1,j,i2,j,h
˘2 — r1´2δ22 ÿ
i1,i2,j,h
`
φ
pcanoq
i1,j,i2,j,h
˘2 — r´2δ22 ÿ
i1,j1,i2,j2,h
`
φ
pcanoq
i1,j1,i2,j2,h
˘2
by counting the number of entries and measuring signal cancellation by δ2 as a rate of r2. This
would lead to }Emat1pTIPUPkq}2HS — r´2δ2´k }Emat1pTOPUPkq}2HS and then λ˚2k ě c2d1´δ1r
´ 1
2
k r
´δ2´k
with the flexibility of taking c2 ‰ c1. The additional parameter δ2 in Assumption 3(ii) measures
the severity of signal cancellation in the TIPUP related procedures. δ2 “ 0 indicates that the signal
cancellation in the TIPUP related operations has no impact on the magnitude of signal strength.
Remark 5 (Additional remarks on signal cancellation for TIPUP-related procedures). Following
the above discussion on δ2 for TIPUP-related procedures, it would be reasonable to take δ2 “ 0 when
the majority of φ
pcanoq
i1,j,i2,j,h
are of the same sign for most of pi1, i2, hq, δ2 “ 1{2 when φpcanoqi1,j,i2,j,h behave
like independent mean zero variables, and δ2 “ 8 when all the signals cancel out by summation
φ
pcanoq
i1,j,i2,j,h
over j. When h0 “ 1, řj φpcanoqi1,j,i2,j,h is prone to canceling out. Increasing h0 often helps
to reduce the problem of signal cancellation. Of course, if the dynamics (e.g. autocovariance) of
the factor process is relatively weak, then φ
pcanoq
i1,j,i2,j,h
would be small for large h. In this case, using
large h0 does not increase the signal level, but brings in more noise terms in the estimation. In
practice, we may choose h0 ě K in iTIPUP to avoid the possibility of extremely serious level of
signal cancellation. In the case of fixed rk, the convergence rate depends on whether δ2 “ 8 (severe
signal cancellation) or δ2 being finite.
3.2 Theoretical properties of iTOPUP
Let us first study the behavior of iTOPUP procedure. By Chen et al. (2019b), the risk E
“›› pU p0qk pU p0qJk ´
UkU
J
k
››
S
‰
of the TOPUP estimator for Uk, the initialization of iTOPUP, is no larger than
R
p0q
k “ λ´2k σT´1{2
!a
dkd´kr´k}Θk˚,0}1{2S `
`a
dk `
a
d´kr
˘}Θk,0}1{2op ` σadkd´k ` σdkad´kT´1{2),
(20)
where d´k “ śj‰k dj and r´k “ śj‰k rj . The aim of iTOPUP is to achieve dimension reduction
by projecting the data in other modes of the tensor time series from Rdj to Rrj , j ‰ k. Ideally this
would reduce the above rate to
R
pidealq
k “ λ´2k σT´1{2
!a
dkr´k}Θk˚,0}1{2S `
`a
dk `?r´kr
˘}Θk,0}1{2op ` σadkr´k ` σdk?r´kT´1{2).
(21)
The following theorem provides conditions under which this ideal rate is indeed achieved.
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Theorem 1. Suppose Assumption 1 holds. Let h0 ă T {4 and Pk, Θk,0, Θk˚,0 and λk be as in (5),
(14), (16) and (18) respectively. Let Rp0q “ max1ďkďK Rp0qk , with Rp0qk in (20), Suppose that for
certain constants C0 and C
piterq
0 ,
C0R
p0q ď 1, (22)
and with the R
pidealq
k in (21) and d
˚´
k “
ř
j‰k djrj,
C
piterq
0 R
pidealq
k ` Cpiterq0 λ´2k σT´1{2
´
}Θk˚,0}1{2S ` }Θk,0}1{2op ` σ ` σT´1{2p
b
d˚´ k `
a
dkr´kq
¯b
d˚´ k ď 1.
(23)
Then, there exist a numerical constant C
pTOPUPq
1 and a constant C
piterq
1,K depending on K only such
that when C0 ě 4p1´ ρq´1CpTOPUPq1 and Cpiterq0 ě Cpiterq1,K {ρ, 0 ă ρ ă 1,›› pP pmqk ´ Pk››S ď 2CpTOPUPq1 ´p1´ ρmqp1´ ρq´1Rpidealq ` pρm{2qRp0q¯ (24)
simultaneously for all 1 ď k ď K and m ě 0 in an event with probability at least 1 ´řKk“1 e´dk ,
where Rpidealq “ max1ďkďK Rpidealqk and pP pmqk “ pU pmqk pU pmqJk with the m-step estimator pU pmqk in
iTOPUP algorithm. In particular, after at most J “ tlogpmaxk d´k{mink r´kq{ logp1{ρqu iterations,
E
„
max
1ďkďK
›› pP pJqk ´ Pk››S ď 3CpTOPUPq11´ ρ Rpidealq `
Kÿ
k“1
e´dk . (25)
It follows from Theorem 1 of Chen et al. (2019b) that with high probability }pU p0qk ppU p0qk qJ´Pk}S
is small when condition (22) holds with sufficiently large C0, i.e. R
p0q
k are sufficiently small, so that
the initialization in Step 1 of iTOPUP retains a large portion of the signal. Condition (23) has two
terms on the left. The first term is the same as (22) with d´k replaced by r´k, representing the
estimation error after dimension reduction with the true projection with ˆj‰kUj , and the second
term represents the additional error in the estimation of ˆj‰kUj in the iteration. The essence of our
analysis of iTOPUP is that under condition (23), each iteration is a contraction of the additional
error in the estimation of ˆj‰kUj in a small neighborhood of it. The upper bound (24) for the error
of the m-step estimator is comprised of two terms, which correspond to the error upper bound for
the final estimator and the bound for the contracted error of the initial estimator, respectively.
Remark 6. The consistency of the non-iterative TOPUP estimator requires Rp0q Ñ 0 (Chen
et al., 2019b). However, here we do not require the TOPUP estimator serving for initialization to
be consistent. For (25) to hold, the TOPUP estimator is only required to be sufficiently close to
the ground truth as in (22). As for the extra condition (23) for the iterative method to achieve
(25), it is easy to verify that condition (22) implies condition (23) under many circumstances, such
as when dk are of the same order, rk are of the same order, and rk À d
K´1
2
_K´1
K
k .
Remark 7. Note that as λk typically grows with d1, . . . , dK under quite general weak conditions.
Under these conditions, Theorem 1 allows T ď dkd2´k for the consistency of the iTOPUP estimator
of the loading spaces. As shown below, in many cases, T is actually allowed to be a constant for
K ą 1. This is in sharp contrast of the results of traditional factor analysis which requires T Ñ8
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to consistently estimate the loading spaces. The main reason is that the other tensor modes provide
additional information and in certain sense serve as additional samples. Roughly speaking, we have
total dkpd´kT q observations in the tensor time series to estimate the dkrk parameters in the loading
space Ak, where rk ! d´kT in most of the cases, depending on additional conditions on λk and λk˚.
For a better illustration of the statistical properties of iTOPUP, we provide the following corol-
lary as a simplified version of Theorem 1 for fixed ranks rk under some additional side conditions.
Corollary 1. Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2(i) hold. Let λ “śKk“1 }Ak}S and dmin “ mintd1, ..., dKu.
Let h0 ď T {4 and σ fixed. Then, there exist constants C0,K and C1,K depending on K only such
that when
λ2 ě C0,Kσ2
ˆ
d
T
` d?
Tdmin
˙
, (26)
the 1-step iTOPUP estimator satisfies
E} pP p1qk ´ Pk}S ď C1,K ˆσ?dkλ?T ` σ2
?
dk
λ2
?
T
˙
`
Kÿ
k“1
e´dk . (27)
Corollary 1 implies that, in order to recover the factor loading space for Ak, the signal to
noise ratio needs to satisfy λ{σ ě C0pd1{2T´1{2 ` d1{2d´1{4min T´1{4q. Under the assumption, the
theorem indicates that the proposed iTOPUP just needs one-iteration to achieve the ideal rate of
convergence. The rate is much sharper than that of the non-iterative TOPUP procedure.
When the dimensions of the core factor rk (k “ 1, ...,K) diverge as the dimensions of signal
tensor dk (k “ 1, ...,K) grow to infinity, we characterize the convergence rate of iTOPUP in terms
of dk, rk and T under Assumption 3(i).
Corollary 2. Suppose Assumptions 1 and 3(i) hold. Let h0 ď T {4, d˚´ k “
ř
j‰k djrj and r “
ΠKk“1rk. Suppose that for a sufficiently large C0 not depending on tσ, dk, rk, k ď Ku,
T ě C0 max
k
˜
d2δ1´δ0r3{2
rk
` d
2δ1rk
dk
` d
1{2
k r
1{2
k
d1{2´δ1
` d
˚´
kr
1{2
d1`δ0´2δ1 `
d
1{2
k pd˚´ kq1{2r1{2
d1´δ1
¸
. (28)
Then, after J “ Oplog dq iterations, we have the following upper bounds for iTOPUP,
} pP pJqk ´ Pk}S “ OP
˜
d
1{2
k r
5{4
T 1{2d1{2`δ0{2´δ1rk
` d
1{2
k r
T 1{2d1´δ1r1{2k
¸
. (29)
Moreover, (29) holds after at most J “ Oplog rq iterations, where r “ ΠKk“1rk , if any one of the
following three conditions holds in addition to (28): (i) dk (k “ 1, ...,K) are of the same order, (ii)
λk (k “ 1, ...,K) are of the same order, (iii) pλk˚q´2
?
dk (k “ 1, ...,K) are of the same order.
Note that the second part of Corollary 2 says that when the condition is right, iTOPUP al-
gorithm only needs a small number of iterations to converge, as Oplog rq is typically very small.
The noise level σ does not appear directly in the rate since it is incorporated in the signal to noise
ratio in the tensor form in Assumption 3. In Corollary 2, we show that as long as the sample size
T satisfies (28), the iTOPUP achieves consistent estimation under regularity conditions. To digest
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(28), consider that the growth rate of rk is much slower than dk and the factors are strong with
δ0 “ δ1 “ 0. Then (28) becomes T ě C0 maxkpr3{2r´1k q.
The advantage of using index δ0, δ1 is to link the convergence rates of the estimated factor
loading space explicitly to the strength of factors. It is clear that the stronger the factors are, the
faster the convergence rate is. Moreover, the stronger the factors are, the smaller the sample size
is required.
3.3 Theoretical properties of iTIPUP
Now, let us consider the statistical performance of iTIPUP procedure. Again, by Chen et al.
(2019b) the TIPUP risk in the estimation of Pk is bounded by
E
“›› pP pTIPUPqk ´ Pk››S‰ À R˚p0qk “ pλk˚q´2σT´1{2adk ´}Θk˚,0}1{2S ` σad´k¯ (30)
with d´k “śj‰k dj , and the aim of iTIPUP is to achieve the ideal rate
R
˚pidealq
k “ pλk˚q´2σT´1{2
a
dk
´
}Θk˚,0}1{2S ` σ
?
r´k
¯
(31)
through dimension reduction, where r´k “śj‰k rj . The following theorem, which allows the ranks
rk to grow to infinity as well as dk when T Ñ 8, provides sufficient conditions to guarantee this
ideal convergence rate for iTIPUP.
Theorem 2. Suppose Assumption 1 holds. Let Pk, Θk˚,0 and λk˚ be as in (5), (16) and (19)
respectively. Let h0 ă T {4, and
R˚p0q “ max
1ďkďKR
˚p0q
k ; R
˚pidealq “ max
1ďkďKR
˚pidealq
k .
with R
˚p0q
k in (30) and R
˚pidealq
k in (31). Suppose that for certain constants C0 and C
piterq
0 ,
C0R
˚p0q ď min
1ďkďK λ
˚2
k {}Θk˚,0}S, (32)
C
piterq
0 R
˚pidealq ` Cpiterq0 max
1ďkďK
b
d˚´ k{dkR˚pidealqk ď 1, (33)
where d˚´ k “
ř
j‰k djrj, Then, there exist a numerical constant C
pTIPUPq
1 and a constant C
piterq
1,K
depending on K only such that when C0 ě 8p1´ρq´1CpTIPUPq1 and Cpiterq0 {p1`1{Cpiterq0 q ě Cpiterq1,K {ρ,
0 ă ρ ă 1, ›› pP pmqk ´ Pk››S ď 2CpTIPUPq1 ´p1´ ρmqp1´ ρq´1R˚pidealq ` pρm{2qR˚p0q¯ (34)
simultaneously for all 1 ď k ď K and m ě 0 in an event with probability at least 1 ´řKk“1 e´dk ,
where pP pmqk “ pU pmqk pU pmqJk with the m-step estimator pU pmqk in iTIPUP algorithm, i.e. In particular,
after at most J “ tlogpmaxk d´k{mink r´kq{ logp1{ρqu iterations,
E
„
max
1ďkďK
›› pP pJqk ´ Pk››S ď 3CpTIPUPq11´ ρ R˚pidealq `
Kÿ
k“1
e´dk . (35)
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By (16), (19) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, p1´h0{T qλ˚2k ď }Θ1˚,0}S, so that (32) guaran-
tees a sufficiently small R˚p0q, which implies a sufficiently small error in the initialization of iTIPUP
by (30). Condition (33) again has two terms respectively reflecting the ideal rate after dimension
reduction by the true U´k “ dj‰kUj in the estimation of Uk and the extra cost of estimating U´k.
The upper bound (34) for the error of the m-step estimator is also comprised of two terms, the
bound for the final estimator and the bound for the contracted error of the initial estimator.
Remark 8. Again, (32) and (33) do not demand a specific relationship between T and the dimen-
sions, as λk˚ are allowed to depend on the dimensions and ranks, as discussed in Remark 7.
We present more explicit error bound in Corollary 3 under the additional Assumption 2(ii),
which assumes there is no severe signal cancellation in iTIPUP.
Corollary 3. Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2(ii) hold. Let λ “śKk“1 }Ak}S and dmax “ maxtd1, ..., dKu.
Let h0 ď T {4 and σ fixed. Then, there exist constants C0,K and C1,K depending on K only such
that when
λ2 ě C0,Kσ2
˜
dmax
T
`
c
d
T
¸
, (36)
the 1-step iTIPUP estimator satisfies
E} pP p1qk ´ Pk}S ď C1,K ˆσ?dkλ?T ` σ2
?
dk
λ2
?
T
˙
`
Kÿ
k“1
e´dk . (37)
The signal to noise ratio assumption λ{σ ě C0,Kp
a
dmax{T ` pd{T q1{4q is required here to
guarantee the performance of iTIPUP algorithm. Again, under the conditions, iTIPUP requires
one iteration to achieve the much sharper ideal convergence rate, comparing to that of the non-
iterative TIPUP algorithm.
When the ranks rk (k “ 1, ...,K) also diverge and there is no severe signal cancellation in
iTIPUP, we have the following convergence rate for iTIPUP under Assumption 3(ii).
Corollary 4. Suppose Assumptions 1 and 3(ii) hold. Let h0 ď T {4 and d˚´ k “
ř
j‰k djrj. Suppose
that for a sufficiently large C0 not depending on tσ, dk, rk, k ď Ku,
T ě max
k
˜
dkr
3{2`4δ2
d1`3δ0´4δ1r4δ2`1k
` r
1`4δ2
d1`2δ0´4δ1r4δ2k
` d
˚´
kr
1{2`2δ2
d1`δ0´2δ1r2δ2k
` d
˚´
kr
1`2δ2
d2´δ1r2δ2k
¸
. (38)
Then, after at most J “ Oplog dq iterations, the iTIPUP estimator satisfies
} pP pJqk ´ Pk}S “ OP
˜
d
1{2
k r
1{4`δ2
T 1{2d1{2`δ0{2´δ1rδ2k
` d
1{2
k r
1{2`δ2
T 1{2d1´δ1rδ2k
¸
. (39)
Moreover, (39) holds after at most J “ Oplog rq iterations, if any one of the following three con-
ditions holds in addition to condition (38), (i) dk (k “ 1, ...,K) are of the same order, (ii) λk
(k “ 1, ...,K) are of the same order, (iii) pλk˚q´2
?
dk (k “ 1, ...,K) are of the same order.
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Corollary 4 provides the sample complexity of the algorithm in (38). In the case that the growth
rate of rk is much slower than dk and the factors are strong with δ0 “ δ1 “ 0, the required sample
size reduces to T ě C0 maxk
´
r4δ2`1´k r1{2d
´1
´k ` r2δ2´k d˚´ kr1{2d´1
¯
, where r´k “ r{rk and d´k “ d{dk.
By comparing with Corollary 2, the sample complexity for iTIPUP is smaller, if δ2 is a small
constant. As expected, the convergence rate is slower in the presence of weak factors. When the
factors are strong (δ0 “ δ1 “ 0) and all rk and δ2 are fixed finite constants, the rate becomes
OPpT´1{2d´1{2´k q, the same as that for iTOPUP.
3.4 Mixed Procedures
As discussed in Section 2.3, we can mixed TOPUP and TIPUP operations for the initiation and
iterative operations in Algorithm 1. Based on Theorems 1 and 2, for the mixed TIPUP-iTOPUP
procedure, (24) (with Rp0q replaced by R˚p0q) and (25) still hold if condition (22) is replaced by
C0R
˚p0q ď 1, (40)
where R˚p0q “ max1ďkďK R˚p0qk for R˚p0qk in (30). On the other hand, for TIPUP-iTOPUP, con-
clusions (34) (with R˚p0q replaced by Rp0q) and (35) still hold when condition (32) is replaced
by
C0R
p0q ď min
1ďkďK λ
˚2
k {}Θ1˚,0}S, (41)
where Rp0q “ max1ďkďK Rp0qk with Rp0qk in (20).
3.5 Comparisons
Comparison between the non-iterative procedures and iterative procedures
Theorems 1 and 2 show that the convergence rates of the non-iterative estimators TOPUP and
TIPUP can be improved by the iterative procedure. Particularly, when the dimensions rk for the
factor process are fixed and the respective signal strength conditions are fulfilled, the proposed
iTOPUP and iTIPUP just need one-iteration to achieve the much sharper ideal rate Rpidealq in (21)
and R˚pidealq (31), comparing to the rate (20) of TOPUP and (30) of TIPUP derived in Chen et al.
(2019b), respectively. The improvement is achieved, as motivated shown in Section 1, through
replacing the much larger d´k by r´k, via orthogonal projection. When the factors are strong
with δ0 “ δ1 “ 0 and the factor dimensions are fixed, the non-iterative TOPUP-based estimators
of Lam et al. (2011) for the vector factor model, Wang et al. (2019) for the matrix factor and
Chen et al. (2019b) for tensor factor models all have the same OPpT´1{2q convergence rate for
estimating the loading space. In comparison, the convergence rate OPpT´1{2d´1{2´k q of both iterative
estimators, iTOPUP and iTIPUP (when there is no severe signal cancellation, with bounded δ2),
is much sharper. Intuitively, when the signal is strong, the orthogonal projection operation helps
to consolidate signals while potentially averaging out the noises, when the projection reduces the
mode-k unfolded matrix from a dk ˆ d´k matrix for the tensor Xt into a dk ˆ r´k matrix for the
projected tensor Zt as the motivation we provided in Section 1. As a result, the increase in the
dimension d´k improves the iterative estimator.
When rk are allowed to diverge, the iTOTUP and iTIPUP algorithms converge after at most
Oplogpdqq iterations to achieve the ideal rate according to Theorems 1 and 2. The number of
iterations needed can be as few as Oplogprqq when the condition is right. The power iterations are
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necessary in order to refine the reliable initial estimates to achieve sharper guaranteed convergence
rate. Moreover, stronger signal λ will result in faster exponential contraction with smaller ρ in (24)
and (34), in other words, converging more quickly to the final estimators.
Comparison between iTIPUP and iTOPUP: The inner product operation in (11) for TIPUP-
related procedures enjoys significant amount of noise cancellation comparing to the outer product
operation in (7) for TOPUP-related procedures. Compared with iTOPUP, the benefit of noise
cancellation of the iTIPUP procedure is still visible through the reduction of r´k in (21) to
?
r´k in
(31) in the ideal rates. However, this benefit is much less pronounced compared with the reduction
of d´k in (20) for TOPUP to
a
d´k in (30) for TIPUP in the non-iterative rates. Meanwhile, the
potential damage of signal cancellation in the TIPUP related schemes persists as λk˚ and λk are
unchanged between the initial and ideal rates. When r´k are allowed to diverge to infinity, and
δ2 ą 1, then rδ2´1´k Ñ 8. In this case, the iTOPUP has a faster rate than the iTIPUP in view of
Corollary 2 and 4. Otherwise, if rδ2´1´k Ñ 0, the rate of iTIPUP is faster.
If all the assumptions in Corollary 1 and 3 are satisfied, iTOPUP and iTIPUP will have exactly
the same convergence rate. There are two considerations. First is the quality of the initial estimator.
In theory, as long as the initial estimates are reasonably good, both iTOPUP and iTIPUP achieve
consistent estimation. In practice, one would prefer to use TIPUP for initialization when there is no
severe signal cancellation. The second is the signal strength. In general iTIPUP has much weaker
signal strength λk˚ than iTOPUP λk, depending on the severity of signal cancellation, though it also
requires smaller signal to noise ratio. Under extremely serious level of signal cancellation (δ2 “ 8),
the convergence rate of iTIPUP will be much slower.
In practice, when the rank rk is small, iTOPUP procedures are recommended, as it has the
same convergence rate as the iTIPUP, but safeguards the signal cancellation cases. If there is a
concern of possible signal cancellation, initiation should also use TOPUP, though TIPUP typically
provides more accurate initial estimators when there is no signal cancellation.
Comparison of signal to noise ratio requirement with that of HOOI: The signal to
noise ratio condition mainly depends on the existence of an initial estimator with sufficiently small
estimation error. In the typical factor model setting, we have condition number of AJkAk bounded
and ranks rk fixed. By comparing (26) in Corollary 1 with (36) in Corollary 3, iTIPUP is able to
handle tensor factor model estimation under much weaker signal to noise ratio. In the traditional
tensor power iteration method (e.g., Zhang and Xia (2018)), the observations are assumed to
be composed by deterministic signal and i.i.d. noise. Then, averaging the observations before
orthogonal projection, HOOI requires signal to noise ratio λ{σ ě C0d1{4{T . However, in our tensor
factor models, signal part is random and serial correlated. The time mode should be viewed as an
additional mode of the signal part. Working with the average of cross-products of the observations
leads to T´1{2 in the rate of iTOPUP and iTIPUP, instead of T´1 in HOOI. Then, this phenomenon
results in λ{σ ě C0,Kd1{4{T 1{2 in (36). Thus, if there is no severe signal cancellation, iTIPUP and
TIPIP-iTOPUP have comparable signal to noise ratio condition with HOOI.
4 Simulation Study
In this section, we compare the empirical performance of different procedures of estimating the
loading matrices of a tensor factor model, under various simulation setups. Specifically, we consider
the following procedures: the non-iterative and iterative methods, and the intermediate output from
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the iterative procedures when the number of iteration is 1 after initialization. If TIPUP is used
as UINIT and UITER, the one step procedure will be denoted as 1TIPUP. Simlar for 1UP and
1TOPUP. We consider the following combinations of UINIT and UITER.
• UP based: (i) UP, (ii) 1UP and (iii) iUP
• TIPUP based: (iv) TIPUP, (v) 1TIPUP and (vi) iTIPUP
• TOPUP based: (vii) TOPUP, (viii) 1TOPUP and (ix) iTOPUP
• mixed iterative: (x) TIPUP-1TOPUP, and (xi) TIPUP-iTOPUP
• mixed iterative: (xii) TOPUP-1TIPUP, and (xiii) TOPUP-iTIPUP
Our empirical results show that (xii) and (xiii) are always inferior than (v) and (vi) respectively.
Hence results used (xii) and (xiii) are not shown here.
We demonstrate the performance of all procedures under the setting of a matrix factor model,
Xt “ A1FtAJ2 ` Et “ λU1FtUJ2 ` Et. (42)
Here, Et is white noise with no autocorrelation, Et K Et`h, h ą 0, and generated according to
Et “ Ψ1{21 ZtΨ1{22 , where Ψ1, Ψ2 are the column and row covariance matrices with the diagonal
elements being 1 and all off diagonal elements being 0.2. All of the elements in the d1 ˆ d2 matrix
Zt are i.i.d Np0, 1q. The elements of the loading matrices U1 (of size d1ˆr1) and U2 (of size d2ˆr2)
are first generated from i.i.d. N(0,1),and then orthonormalized through QR decomposition. We set
different λ values for different signal-to-noise ratio. All of the entries fijt in the factor matrix Ft
follow independent univariate AR(1) model fijt “ φijfijpt´1q`ijt with standard Np0, 1q innovation.
We fix dimensions d1 “ d2 “ 16 here and consider different choices of sample size T . We use the
estimation error for A1 as criterion: }Pˆ1 ´ P1}S.
We considered three experimental configurations:
I. We set r1 “ r2 “ 1 and the univariate ft follows AR(1) with AR coefficient φ “ 0.8 to see
the effect of sample size T and signal strength λ;
II. We fix the signal strength and consider the rank setup r1 “ 1 and r2 “ 2, in which case
Ft is a 1 ˆ 2 matrix and the two univariate time series fit follow AR(1) fit “ φifipt´1q ` it
independently with two AR coefficients φ1 “ 0.8 and φ2 “ 0.6 respectively;
III. We consider the same setting as II, except that φ2 is negative instead, φ2 “ ´0.8. We repeat
all the experiments 100 times.
Settings I and II satisfy Assumption 2 since the rank r1 and r2 are fixed and the factor process
is stationary. The λ in (42) is λ “ś2k“1 }Ak}S in Corollaries 1 and 3. The signal to noise ratio is
λ{σ “ λ. Setting III satisfy Assumption 2(i). When h0 “ 1 it does not satisfy Assumption 2(ii) as
there is a severe signal cancellation. However, using h0 “ 2 significantly reduces signal cancellation
as lag 2 auto-cross-covariance does not cancel each other.
Under Setting I, Figure 1 shows the boxplot of the logarithm of the estimation errors with three
choices of signal strengths and two choices of sample sizes for methods (i)-(ix). The performance of
the mixed algorithms (x)-(xi) is not shown because they are identical to the corresponding methods
(v) and (vi), under the rank one setting when the same initialization is used. We use h0 “ 1 and
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rˆ2 “ 1 in the process of the estimation. It can be seen easily from Figure 1 that UP, 1UP, and
iUP are always the worst, showing the advantage of the methods that accommodate time series
features and the disadvantage of neglecting temporal correlation. We will exclude UP, 1UP, and
iUP from comparison under Settings II and III. When the sample size is small and the signal is
weak (T “ 256 and λ “ 1), none of the methods work well, though procedures using TIPUP work
sometimes. When the sample size is not too small or the signal strength is not too weak (shown in
all panels except for the top left one), one-step methods (1TIPUP and 1TOPUP) are better than
the noniterative methods (TIPUP and TOPUP), and iterative methods (iTIPUP and iTOPUP) are
in turn better than the one-step methods. When the sample size and signal strength increase, all
methods perform better, but meanwhile the advantage of iterative methods over one-step methods
and the advantage of one-step methods over initialization methods become smaller. When the
sample size is large and signal is strong, the one-step methods are similar to the iterative methods
after convergence.
It is somewhat surprising to observe, from the top left panel in Figure 1 (T “ 256 and λ “ 1),
that in the small sample size and low signal strength case, the median error of iTIPUP is larger
than that of 1TIPUP, which in turn is larger than TIPUP, whereas the order is reversed under
stronger signal to noise ratio or with larger sample size shown in the other panels. Furthermore,
the top right panel in Figure 1 shows that, with weak signal to noise ratio, the TIPUP based
methods perform better than the TOPUP based methods. This observation coincides with the
results in Corollaries 1 and 3. Figure 2 produces some deeper insight, where the trajectories of the
iterative methods (including initial estimations, estimations after one iteration, and the estimations
after final convergence) of the 100 repetitions are connected, for the T “ 256 case. The top two
panels show that when signal is weak and the sample size is small, the initial estimates may be
poor, and the iterative methods may need certain accuracy in the initial estimates to produce
further improvement. This reemphasizes the condition on the initial estimate in the theorems. The
bottom two panels show that when signal is stronger, the relatively more accurate initial estimates
enable the iterative methods to improve the estimates. Again, TOPUP initial estimates are not as
accurate as the TIPUP estimates.
Under Setting II, Figure 3 shows the boxplot of the logarithm of the estimation errors of
8 methods including (iv)-(ix) and mixed (x)-(xi) with TIPUP initiation and TOPUP iteration.
Again, the performance of the mixed (xii)-(xiii) procedures with iTIPUP iteration is not as good as
that of iTIPUP hence not shown. Here we use different sample sizes, with the signal strength fixed
at λ “ 1 and two h0 values: h0 “ 1 and h0 “ 2. The theoretical λ1 defined in (18) and λ1˚ in (19)
under the stationary auto-cross-moments of the factor process are given in the figure. Note that
they are different for different h0. It shows that the mixed TIPUP-1TOPUP method can slightly
improve 1TOPUP because of the better initialization. With larger sample size T “ 1024, TIPUP-
1TOPUP also slightly outperforms 1TIPUP. In this case, using the larger h0 “ 2 provides slightly
poorer performance than h0 “ 1, as the lag-2 autocorrelation is significantly smaller than that of
lag 1 for the underlying AR(1) process with φ2 “ 0.6. The extra term adds limited signal, shown
by the small differences in λ1 and λ1˚ , but incorporates extra noise terms in the estimators. To see
more clearly the impact of h0, we show the boxplots of the estimated λ1˚ and λ1 using iTIPUP and
iTOPUP, respectively, for h0 “ 1, 2 and 3, under different sample sizes in Figure 4. The theoretical
values are marked with a diamond. It is seen that the estimated values are relatively close to the
theoretical values. More importantly, they decrease as h0 increases in this no-signal cancellation
case.
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Figure 1: Boxplot of the logarithm of the estimation error of A1 under Setting I. 9 methods are
considered in total. Three rows correspond to three signal-to-noise strengths λ “ 1, 2, 4. Two
columns correspond to two sample sizes T “ 256, 1024.
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sample size T “ 256. Two rows correspond to two signal-to-noise strengths λ “ 1, 2. Two columns
correspond to TIPUP-based and TOPUP-based methods respectively.
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Figure 3: Boxplot of the logarithm of the estimation error of A1 under Setting II. 8 methods
are considered in total. Two rows correspond to two sample sizes T “ 512, 1024. Two columns
correspond to two choices of h0. The population signal strengths λ
2
1 (18) and λ
˚2
1 (19) for different
h0 are provided on the top.
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Figure 4: Boxplot of the sample estimates of the signal strengths λ21 (18) and λ
˚2
1 (19) over 100
replications for iTIPUP and iTOPUP with three choices of h0 under Setting II. Two panels cor-
respond to two sample sizes T “ 512, 1024. The superimposed red diamonds are the population
version of the signal strengths.
Under Setting III, when φ1 “ 0.8 and φ2 “ ´0.8, we can readily check that EpFtFJt´1q “
pφ1 ` φ2qσ2 “ 0. Therefore, in the TIPUP-related procedure for estimating A1 with h0 “ 1, the
signal completely cancels out. Since the ranks r1 and r2 are fixed, we have δ2 “ 8 for h0 “ 1, and
the corresponding λ1˚ “ 0. Figure 5 shows the boxplot of the logarithm of the estimation error of
A1 for 8 methods including (iv)-(ix) and mixed (x)-(xi) with two choices of h0 “ 1 and h0 “ 2.
We fix the signal strength to be λ “ 1 to isolate the effect of h0. When h0 “ 1, both initialization
TIPUP and TOPUP do not perform well. But 1TOPUP and iTOPUP improve the performance of
TOPUP significantly with TOPUP iteration while 1TIPUP and iTIPUP cannot improve TIPUP.
This is because signal cancellation has significant impact on TIPUP based procedures while having
no impact on TOPUP based procedures. To our pleasant surprise, when h0 “ 1, the mixed TIPUP-
1TOPUP is better than both 1TIPUP and 1TOPUP, and the mixed TIPUP-iTOPUP is similar
to iTOPUP and much better than iTIPUP. When using h0 “ 2, the noise cancellation is mild and
pλ1˚q2 “ 1.78. Since rk are fixed, we have δ2 ă 8. Note that in this case the signal using TIPUP
only comes from lag-2 cross product and is weaker than that using TOPUP related procedures. The
difference does not have impact on the convergence rate, but on the signal to noise ratio. Comparing
the left two subfigures with the right ones of Figure 5, it is seen that using h0 “ 2 always boosts
the performance of TIPUP-related methods significantly. Meanwhile, the TOPUP based methods
are not sensitive to the choice of h0. When h0 “ 2, the non-iterative TIPUP performs better than
TOPUP, 1TIPUP performs better than 1TOPUP, but after convergence, iTOPUP performs better
than iTIPUP. Because the initialization TIPUP is better than TOPUP for h0 “ 2, it is of no surprise
to see that TIPUP-1TOPUP behaves better than 1TIPUP and 1TOPUP, and TIPUP-iTOPUP is
similar as iTOPUP and slightly better than iTIPUP.
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Figure 5: Boxplot of the logarithm of the estimation error of A1 under Setting III. 8 methods
are considered in total. Two rows correspond to two sample sizes T “ 512, 1024. Two columns
correspond to two choices of h0. The population signal strengths λ
2
1 (18) and λ
˚2
1 (19) for different
h0 are provided on the top.
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Figure 6: Boxplot of the sample estimates of the signal strengths λ21 (18) and λ
˚2
1 (19) over 100
replications for iTIPUP and iTOPUP with three choices of h0 under Setting III. Two panels cor-
respond to two sample sizes T “ 512, 1024. The superimposed red diamonds are the population
version of the signal strengths.
Again, to see more clearly the impact of h0 in this case with noise cancellation, we show the
boxplots of the estimated λ1˚ and λ1 using iTIPUP and iTOPUP, respectively, for h0 “ 1, 2 and 3
in Figure 6. It is seen that the iTOPUP procedure remains robust in estimating λ1 under the noise-
cancellation case. And λ1 decreases as h0 increases. However, iTIPUP is very different. Although
when using h0 “ 1 the estimated λ1˚ significantly overestimates the theoretical value λ1˚ “ 0, they
are still much less than those from using h0 “ 2 and 3. The reversed order of the magnitude of
λ1˚ as h0 increases can be potentially used to detect signal cancellation in practice, though the
theoretical property of the estimators of λ1˚ (e.g. standard deviation) is technically challenging to
obtain. In practice, when one observes such a reversed order, it is recommended to use iTOPUP as
a conservative estimator. Of course, the behaviors of λk and λk˚ depend on the auto-cross-moment
structure of the underlying factor process. For example, if the factor process follows a MA(2) model
with zero lag-1 autocorrelation (ft “ et ` θ2et´2), then λ1 and λ1˚ under h0 “ 2 would be larger
than those under both h0 “ 1 and h0 “ 3. But we expect that the pattern of λ1 under different h0
would be similar to that of λ1˚ under different h0, if there is no severe signal cancellation. Severe
signal cancellation would make the patterns different.
5 Summary
In this paper we propose new estimation procedures for tensor factor model via iterative projection,
and focus on two procedures: iTOPUP and iTIPUP. Theoretical analysis shows the asymptotic
properties of the estimators. Simulation study is used to illustrate the finite sample properties of
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the estimators. While theoretical results are obtained under very general conditions, specific cases
are considered. Specifically, under the typical factor model setting where the condition numbers of
AJkAk are bounded and the ranks rk are fixed, the proposed iterative procedures, iTOPUP method
and iTIPUP method (with no severe signal cancellation) lead to a convergence rate OPppTd´kq´1{2q
under strong factors settings due to information pooling of the orthogonal projection of the other
d´k dimensions. This rate is much sharper than the classical rate OPpT´1{2q in non-iterative
estimators for vector, matrix and tensor factor models. It implies that the accuracy can be improved
by increasing the dimensions, and consistent estimation of the loading spaces can be achieved even
with a fixed finite sample size T , different from the requirement of traditional factor model analysis.
The proposed iterative estimation methods not only preserve the tensor structure, but also result
in sharper convergence rate in the estimation of factor loading space.
The iterative procedure requires two operators, one for initialization and one for iteration. Under
certain conditions of the signal to noise ratio, we only need the initial estimator to have sufficiently
small estimation errors but not the consistency of the initial estimator. Often, one iteration is
sufficient. Under more complicated cases, at most Oplogpdqq iterations are needed to achieve ideal
rate of convergence. Based on the theoretical results and empirical evidence, we suggest to use
iTOPUP for iteration when the ranks rk are small. In terms of initiation, we suggest to use TIPUP
if no danger of signal cancellation and TOPUP otherwise. Using a slightly large h0 often solve
the noise cancellation problem, as the empirical results show. By examination of the patterns of
estimated singular values under different lag values h0, using iTOPUP and iTIPUP, it is possible
to detect noise cancellation, which has significant impact on iTIPUP estimators.
The proposed iterative procedure is similar to HOOI algorithms in spirit, but the detailed
operations and the theoretical challenges are significantly different.
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6 Appendix
6.1 Proofs of Theorem 2
We focus on the case of K “ 2 as the iTIPUP begins with mode-k matrix unfolding. In particular,
we sometimes give explicit expressions only in the case of k “ 1 and K “ 2. For K “ 2, we
observe a matrix time series with Xt “ A1FtAJ2 ` Et P Rd1ˆd2 . Under the conditional expectation
E, F1, ...FT are fixed. Let U1, U2 be the left singular matrices of A1 and A2 respectively with
rk “rankpUkq “rankpAkq.
We outline the proof as follows. Let L
pmq
k be the loss (4) for
pU pmqk or equivalently the spectral
norm error for pP pmqk “ pU pmqk pU pmqJk , k “ 1, ...,K, and Lpmq their maximum,
L
pmq
k “ } pP pmqk ´ Pk}S, Lpmq “ maxk“1,2,...,K Lpmqk . (43)
From Chen et al. (2019b), E
“
L
p0q
k
‰ À R˚p0qk as we mentioned in (30). By applying the Gaussian
concentration inequality for Lipschitz functions and Lemme 2 in their analysis, we have
Lp0q ď CpTIPUPq1 R˚p0q with R˚p0q “ max
1ďkďKR
˚p0q
k (44)
in an event Ω0 with PpΩ0q ě 1´ 5´1řKk“1 e´dk . This is similar to (51) below.
After the initialization with pU p0qk , the algorithm iteratively produces estimates pU pmqk from m “ 1
to m “ J . For any rU2 P Rd2ˆr2 , let
V1˚,hprU2q “ Tÿ
t“h`1
Xt´h rU2 rUJ2 XJt
T ´ h P R
d1ˆd1 , TIPUP1prU2q “ mat1`V1˚,1:h0prU2q˘ P Rd1ˆpd1h0q,
as matrix-valued functions of matrix-valued variable rU2, where V1˚,1:h0prU2q “ `V1˚,hprU2q, h “ 1, ..., h0˘ P
Rd1ˆd1ˆh0 . Given pU pmq2 , the pm` 1q-th iteration produces estimates
pU pm`1q1 “ LSVDr1`TIPUP1ppU pmq2 q˘, pP pm`1q1 “ pU pm`1q1 pU pm`1qJ1 .
The “noiseless” version of this update is given by
Θ1˚,hprU2q “ Tÿ
t“h`1
A1Ft´hAJ2 rU2 rUJ2 A2FJt AJ1
T ´ h , ErTIPUP1sprU2q “ mat1`Θ1˚,1:h0prU2q˘ (45)
with Θ1˚,1:h0prU2q “ `Θ1˚,hprU2q, h “ 1, ..., h0˘ as in (17), giving error free “estimates”,
U1 “ LSVDr1
`
ErTIPUP1sppU pmq2 q˘, P1 “ U1UJ1 ,
when ErTIPUP1sppU pmq2 q is of rank r1. Thus, by Wedin’s theorem (Wedin (1972)),
L
pm`1q
1 “
›› pP pm`1q1 ´ P1››S ď 2}TIPUP1ppU pmq2 q ´ ErTIPUP1sppU pmq2 q}S
σr1pErTIPUP1sppU pmq2 qq . (46)
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We note that ErTIPUP1sprU2q is treated as a matrix-valued function of matrix-valued variable rU2
and pU pmq2 is plugged-in after the conditional expectation in ErTIPUP1sppU pmq2 q. For general 1 ď k ď
K, we define TIPUPkprU´kq and ErTIPUPksprU´kq as matrix-valued functions of rU´k “ dj‰k rUj .
To bound the numerator on the right-hand side of (46), we write
TIPUP1prU2q ´ ErTIPUP1sprU2q “ 3ÿ
j“1
´
∆j˚,1,h
`rU2 rUJ2 ˘, h “ 1, . . . , h0¯ P Rd1ˆpd1h0q (47)
as both TIPUP1prU2q and ErTIPUP1sprU2q are linear in rU2 rUJ2 , where for any d2 ˆ d2 matrix ĂM2
∆1˚pĂM2q “ ∆1˚,1,hpĂM2q “ řTt“h`1A1Ft´hAJ2 ĂM2EJt {pT ´ hq,
∆2˚pĂM2q “ ∆2˚,1,hpĂM2q “ řTt“h`1Et´hĂM2A2FJt AJ1 {pT ´ hq,
∆3˚pĂM2q “ ∆3˚,1,hpĂM2q “ řTt“h`1Et´hĂM2EJt {pT ´ hq.
As ∆j˚,1,hpĂM2q is linear in ĂM2, the numerator on the right-hand of (46) can be bounded by
}TIPUP1ppU pmq2 q ´ ErTIPUP1sppU pmq2 q}S (48)
ď }TIPUP1pU2q ´ ErTIPUP1spU2q}S ` Lpmqp2K ´ 2q
3ÿ
j“1
h
1{2
0 max
hďh0
}∆j˚,1,h}1,S,S
with an application of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the sum over h “ 1, . . . , h0, where }∆j˚,1,h}1,S,S
are norms of the Rd2ˆd2 Ñ Rd1ˆd1 linear mappings ∆j˚,1,h defined as
}∆j˚ }1,S,S “ }∆j˚,1,h}1,S,S “ max}ĂM2}Sď1,rankpĂM2qď2r2
››∆j˚,1,hpĂM2q››S.
For general 1 ď k ď K, ∆j˚,k,h is an Rd´kˆd´k to Rdkˆdk mapping. Because it applies to ĂM´k “
d`‰k
`pU pmq` pU pmqJ` ˘´d`‰k`U2UJ2 ˘, (70) of Lemma 1 (iii) gives the general version of (48) with››∆j˚,k,h››k,S,S “ max}ĂMj}Sď1,rankpĂMjqď2rj ,@j‰k ››∆j˚,k,h`dj‰k ĂMj˘››S.
We claim that in certain events Ωj , j “ 1, 2, 3, with PpΩjq ě 1´ 5´1řKk“1 e´dk ,››∆j˚,k,h››k,S,S ď ρλ˚2k L`24pK ´ 1q˘, @1 ď k ď K. (49)
For simplicity, we will only prove this inequality for k “ 1 and K “ 2 in the form of
P
#
}∆j˚ }1,S,S “ max}ĂM2}Sď1,rankpĂM2qď2r2
››∆j˚,1,hpĂM2q››S ě ρλ˚21 L24
+
ď 5´1e´d2 (50)
as the proof of its counter part for general 1 ď k ď K is similar.
Define the ideal version of the ratio in (46) for general 1 ď k ď K as
L
pidealq
k “
2}TIPUPkpU´kq ´ ErTIPUPkspU´kq}S
σrkpErTIPUPkspU´kqq
, Lpidealq “ max
1ďkďK L
pidealq
k .
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As U´k “ dj‰kUj is true and deterministic, the proof of (44) also implies
Lpidealq ď CpTIPUPq1 R˚pidealq with R˚pidealq “ max
1ďkďKR
˚pidealq
k (51)
in an event Ω4 with PpΩ4q ď 5´1řKk“1 e´dk , where R˚pidealqk is as in (31).
We aim to prove that in the event X4j“0Ωj
L
pm`1q
k ď 2Lpidealqk ` 24pK ´ 1qLpmqmaxj,k,h
››∆j˚,k,h››k,S,SLλ˚2k ď 2Lpidealqk ` ρLpmq, (52)
which would imply by induction
Lpm`1q ď 2p1` . . .` ρmqLpidealqk ` ρm`1Lp0q, (53)
and then the conclusions would follow from (44) and (51). To this end, we notice that by (43),
(46), (48) and (49), (52) holds provided that σrkpErTIPUPksppU pmq´k qq, the numerator in (46), is no
smaller than a half of its ideal version as in (19), e.g.
2σr1pErTIPUP1sppU pmq2 qq ě σr1pErTIPUP1spU2qq “ h1{20 λ˚21 , (54)
in the case of k “ 1 and K “ 2. We divide the rest of the proof into 4 steps to prove (50) for
j “ 1, 2, 3 and (54).
Step 1. We prove (50) for the ∆1˚pĂM2q in (47). By Lemma 1 (ii), there exist ĂM p`q P Rd2ˆd2 of
the form W`Q
J`1 with W` P Rd2ˆ2r2 , Q`1 P Rd2ˆ2r2 , 1 ď `, `1 ď N2d2r2,1{8 “ 172d2r2 , such that
}ĂM p`q}S ď 1, rankpĂM p`qq ď 2r2 and
}∆1˚}1,S,S “ }∆1˚,1,h}1,S,S ď 2 max
`,`1ďN2d2r2,1{8
››››› Tÿ
t“h`1
A1Ft´hAJ2 ĂM p`qEJt
T ´ h
›››››
S
.
To bound }∆1˚,k,h}1,S,S for general k ď K, we just need to replace ĂM p`q by dj‰kĂM p`qj and N2d2r2,1{8
by N2d˚´k,1{p8K´8q with d
˚´
k “
ř
j‰k djrj as in Lemma 1 (iii). We apply the Gaussian concentration
ineqaulity to the right-hand side above. Elementary calculation shows thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
››››› Tÿ
t“h`1
A1Ft´hAJ2 ĂM p`qEJt
›››››
S
´
››››› Tÿ
t“h`1
A1Ft´hAJ2 ĂM p`qE˚Jt
›››››
S
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
›››››››pA1F1AJ2 , ..., A1FT´hAJ2 q
¨˚
˝ĂM
p`qpEJh`1 ´ E˚Jh`1q
...ĂM p`qpEJT ´ E˚JT q
‹˛‚
›››››››
S
ď ››pA1F1AJ2 , ..., A1FT´hAJ2 q››1{2S
›››››››diag
´ĂM p`q¯
¨˚
˝E
J
h`1 ´ E˚Jh`1
...
EJT ´ E˚JT
‹˛‚
›››››››
S
ď ?T }Θ1˚,0}1{2S
›››››››
¨˚
˝E
J
h`1 ´ E˚Jh`1
...
EJT ´ E˚JT
‹˛‚
›››››››
F
.
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That is,
›››řTt“h`1A1Ft´hAJ2 ĂM p`qEJt ›››
S
is a σ
?
T }Θ1˚,0}1{2S Lipschitz function in pE1, . . . , ET q. Em-
ploying similar arguments in the proof of Theorem 2 in Chen et al. (2019b), we have
E¯
››››› Tÿ
t“h`1
A1Ft´hAJ2 ĂM p`qEJt
T ´ h
›››››
S
ď σp8Td1q
1{2
T ´ h }Θ1˚,0}
1{2
S .
Then, by Gaussian concentration inequalities for Lipschitz functions,
P
˜››››› Tÿ
t“h`1
A1Ft´hAJ2 ĂM p`qEJt
T ´ h
›››››
S
´ σp8Td1q
1{2
T ´ h }Θ1˚,0}
1{2
S ě
σ
?
T
T ´ h}Θ1˚,0}
1{2
S x
¸
ď 2e´x22 .
Hence,
P
˜
}∆1˚}1,S,S{2 ě σp8Td1q
1{2
T ´ h }Θ1˚,0}
1{2
S `
σ
?
T
T ´ h}Θ1˚,0}
1{2
S x
¸
ď 2N22d2r2,1{8e´
x2
2 .
As T ě 4h0 and K “ 2, this implies with x — ?d2r2 that in an event with at least probability
1´ e´d2{5,
}∆1˚}1,S,S ď
C
piterq
1,K σT
´1{2}Θ1˚,0}1{2S p
?
d1 `?d2r2q
24pK ´ 1q ď
C
piterq
1,K p1`
a
d2r2{d1qλ˚21 R˚pidealq1
24
,
with the R
˚pidealq
k in (31) and a constant C
piterq
1,K depending on K only. In this event, (33) gives
24pλk˚q´2}∆1˚,k,h}k,S,S ď Cpiterq1,K {Cpiterq0 ď ρ. Thus, (50) holds for ∆1˚pĂM2q.
Step 2. Inequality (50) for ∆2˚pĂM2q follow from the same argument as the above step.
Step 3. Here we prove (50) for the ∆3˚pĂM2q in (47). By Lemma 1 (ii), we can find U p`q2 , U p`1q2 P
Rd2ˆr2 , 1 ď `, `1 ď Nd2r2,1{8 such that }U p`q2 }S ď 1, }U p`
1q
2 }S ď 1 and
}∆3˚}1,S,S “ }∆3˚,1,h}1,S,S ď 2 max
1ď`,`1ďNd2r2,1{8
››››› Tÿ
t“h`1
Et´hU p`q2 U
p`1qJ
2 E
J
t
T ´ h
›››››
S
. (55)
We split the sum into two terms over the index sets, S1 “ ph, 2hs Y p3h, 4hs Y ¨ ¨ ¨ X ph, T s and its
complement S2 in ph, T s, so that tEt´h, t P Sau is independent of tEt, t P Sau for each a “ 1, 2. Let
na “ |Sa|r2. Define Ga “ pEt´hU p`q2 , t P Saq P Rd1ˆna and Ha “ pEtU p`
1q
2 , t P Saq P Rd1ˆna . Then,
Ga, Ha are two independent Gaussian matrices. Note that››››› ÿ
tPSa
Et´hU p`q2 U
p`1qJ
2 E
J
t
T ´ h
›››››
S
“
››››GaHJaT ´ h
››››
S
. (56)
Moreover, by Assumption 1, VarpuJvecpGaqq ď σ2 and VarpuJvecpHaqq ď σ2 for all unit vectors
u P Rd1na , so that by Lemme 2 (i)
P
!
}GaHJa }S{σ2 ě d1 ` 2
a
d1na ` xpx` 2?na ` 2
a
d1q
)
ď 2e´x2{2, x ą 0.
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As
ř2
a“1 na “ r2pT ´ hq, it follows from (55), (56) and the above inequality that
P
#}∆3˚,1,h}1,S,S
4σ2
ě p
?
d1 ` xq2
T ´ h `
?
2r2p?d1 ` xq?
T ´ h
+
ď 4N2d2r2,1{8e´x
2{2.
Thus, with h0 ď T {4, x — ?d1 `ad˚´ 1 and some constant Cpiterq1,K depending on K only,
}∆3˚,1,h}1,S,S ď
C
piterq
1,K p1´ h0{T q2σ2
24pK ´ 1q
ˆp?d1 `ad˚´ 1q?r´1
T 1{2
` p
?
d1 `ad˚´ 1q2
T ´ h0
˙
(57)
with at least probability 1´ e´d1{5. As λk˚ ď }Θ1˚,0}1{2S {p1´ h0{T q1{2 by (19) and (16),
R
˚pidealq
1 ě pλ1˚q´1p1´ h0{T qσpT ´ h0q´1{2
a
d1 ` pλ1˚q´2σT´1{2σ
a
d1r´1
by (31). Thus, in the event (57) and for k “ 1 and K “ 2,
}∆3˚,1,h}1,S,S ď
C
piterq
1,K
24
ˆ´
1`
b
d˚´ 1{d1
¯
λ˚21 R
˚pidealq
1 `
´
1`
b
d˚´ 1{d1
¯2
λ˚21
`
R
˚pidealq
1
˘2˙
ď λ
˚2
1 C
piterq
1,K p1` 1{Cpiterq0 q
24C
piterq
0
,
which is no greater than λ˚21 ρ{24 by the condition on Cpiterq0 . This yields (50) for ∆3˚pĂM2q.
Step 4. Next, we prove (54) in the event X4j“0Ωj . Note that,
}Θ1˚,hppU pmq2 q ´Θ1˚,hpU2q}S “
››››› Tÿ
t“h`1
A1Ft´hAJ2 ppU pmq2 pU pmqJ2 ´ U2UJ2 qA2FJt AJ1
T ´ h
›››››
S
“ 1
T ´ h
››››››››pA1F1A
J
2 , ..., A1FT´hAJ2 q
¨˚
˚˝ ppU pmq2 pU pmqJ2 ´ U2UJ2 qA2FJ1 AJ1...
ppU pmq2 pU pmqJ2 ´ U2UJ2 qA2FJT´hAJ1
‹˛‹‚
››››››››
S
ď 1
T ´ h
››pA1F1AJ2 , ..., A1FT´hAJ2 q››S
›››››››diag
´pU pmq2 pU pmqJ2 ´ U2UJ2 ¯
¨˚
˝ A2F
J
1 A
J
1
...
A2F
J
T´hAJ1
‹˛‚
›››››››
S
ď }pU pmq2 pU pmqJ2 ´ U2UJ2 }S}Θ1˚,0}S{p1´ h{T q
ď Lpmq}Θ1˚,0}S{p1´ h0{T q.
Hence, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (45),
}ErTIPUP1sppU pmq2 q ´ ErTIPUP1spU2q}S ďah0Lpmq}Θ1˚,0}S{p1´ h0{T q.
By (19), λ˚21 h
1{2
0 “ σr1
`
mat1pΘ1˚,1:h0q
˘ “ σr1`ErTIPUP1spU2q˘. Thus, by Weyl’s inequality
σr1pErTIPUP1sppU pmq2 qq ě λ˚21 h1{20 ´ 2ah0Lpmq}Θ1˚,0}S ě σr1pErTIPUP1spU2qqL2 “ λ˚21 h1{20 {2.
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when minkďK λ˚2k ě 4Lpmq}Θ1˚,0}S. We prove this condition by induction in the event X4j“0Ωj .
By (32) and (44), 4Lp0q}Θ1˚,0}S{minkďK λ˚2k ď 4CpTIPUPq1 {C0 ď 1. Given the induction assumption
4Lpmq}Θ1˚,0}S{minkďK λ˚2k ď 1, (54) holds for the same m, so that (53), (51) and (44),
Lpm`1q ď CpTIPUPq1
 
2p1` . . .` ρmqR˚pidealq ` ρm`1R˚p0q( ď CpTIPUPq1 2p1´ ρq´1R˚p0q.
It then follows from (32) that 4Lpm`1q}Θ1˚,0}S{minkďK λ˚2k ď CpTIPUPq1 8p1 ´ ρq´1{C0 ď 1. This
completes the induction and the proof of the entire theorem.
Remark 9. Alternatively, if we assume 2p1´ρq´1R˚pidealq ď R˚p0q, then 2p1` . . .`ρmqR˚pidealqk `
ρm`1R˚p0q ď R˚p0q, so that the condition 4CpTIPUPq1 {C0 ď 1 would be sufficient. The weakest
condition is
p4CpTIPUPq1 {C0qmaxmě0t2p1` . . .` ρ
mqR˚pidealq{R˚p0q ` ρm`1u ď 1.
6.2 Proofs of Theorem 1
Again, we focus on the case of K “ 2 as the iTOPUP also begins with mode-k matrix unfolding.
In particular, we sometimes give explicit expressions only in the case of k “ 1 and K “ 2. For
K “ 2, we observe a matrix time series with Xt “ A1FtAJ2 ` Et P Rd1ˆd2 . Under the conditional
expectation E, F1, ...FT are fixed. Let U1, U2 be the left singular matrices of A1 and A2 respectively
with rk “rankpUkq “rankpAkq. Recall d is kronecker product and b is tensor product.
We outline the proof as follows, which has exactly the same structure as the proofs of Theorem
2.
Recall L
pmq
k and L
pmq in (43). From Chen et al. (2019b), E
“
L
p0q
k
‰ À Rp0qk as we mentioned in
(20). By applying the Gaussian concentration inequality for Lipschitz functions and Lemme 2 in
their analysis, we have
Lp0q ď CpTOPUPq1 Rp0q with Rp0q “ max
1ďkďKR
p0q
k (58)
in an event Ω0 with PpΩ0q ě 1´ 5´1řKk“1 e´dk . This is similar to (64) below.
After the initialization with pU p0qk , the algorithm iteratively produces estimates pU pmqk from m “ 1
to m “ J . For any rU2 P Rd2ˆr2 , let
V1,hprU2q “ Tÿ
t“h`1
Xt´h rU2 bXt rU2
T ´ h P R
d1ˆr2ˆd1ˆr2 , mat1pTOPUP1qprU2q “ mat1`V1,1:h0prU2q˘ P Rd1ˆpd1r22h0q,
where V1,1:h0prU2q “ `V1,hprU2q, h “ 1, ..., h0˘ P Rd1ˆr2ˆd1ˆr2ˆh0 . Given pU pmq2 , the pm`1q-th iteration
produces estimates
pU pm`1q1 “ LSVDr1`mat1pTOPUP1qppU pmq2 q˘, pP pm`1q1 “ pU pm`1q1 pU pm`1qJ1 .
The “noiseless” version of this update is given by
Θ1,hprU2q “ Tÿ
t“h`1
A1Ft´hAJ2 rU2 bA1FtAJ2 rU2
T ´ h , Ermat1pTOPUP1qsprU2q “ mat1`Θ1,1:h0prU2q˘
(59)
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with Θ1,1:h0prU2q “ `Θ1,hprU2q, h “ 1, ..., h0˘ as in (15), giving error free “estimates”,
U1 “ LSVDr1
`
Ermat1pTOPUP1qsppU pmq2 q˘, P1 “ U1UJ1 .
Thus, by Wedin’s theorem (Wedin (1972)),
L
pm`1q
1 “
›› pP pm`1q1 ´ P1››S ď 2}mat1pTOPUP1qppU pmq2 q ´ Ermat1pTOPUP1qsppU pmq2 q}S
σr1pErmat1pTOPUP1qsppU pmq2 qq . (60)
To bound the numerator on the right-hand side of (60), for any matrix ĂM2 “ rU2d Id1 d qU2, we
write
∆1pĂM2q “ ∆1,1,hpĂM2q “ 1
T ´ h
Tÿ
t“h`1
mat1pA1Ft´hAJ2 rU2 b Et qU2q,
∆2pĂM2q “ ∆2,1,hpĂM2q “ 1
T ´ h
Tÿ
t“h`1
mat1pEt´h rU2 bA1FJt AJ2 qU2q,
∆3pĂM2q “ ∆3,1,hpĂM2q “ 1
T ´ h
Tÿ
t“h`1
mat1pEt´h rU2 b Et qU2q “ 1
T ´ h
Tÿ
t“h`1
mat1pEt´h b EtqĂM2.
Let PU2 “ U2UJ2 and I “ PU2 ` PU2K . Note that, for xM2 “ pU2 d Id1 d pU2 and M2 “ U2 d Id1 dU2,
}∆3pxM2q}S
ď
››››› Tÿ
t“h`1
mat1pEt´hPU2 pU pmq2 b EtPU2 pU pmq2 q
T ´ h
›››››
S
`
››››› Tÿ
t“h`1
mat1pEt´hPU2 pU pmq2 b EtPU2K pU pmq2 q
T ´ h
›››››
S
`
››››› Tÿ
t“h`1
mat1pEt´hPU2K pU pmq2 b EtPU2 pU pmq2 q
T ´ h
›››››
S
`
››››› Tÿ
t“h`1
mat1pEt´hPU2K pU pmq2 b EtPU2K pU pmq2 q
T ´ h
›››››
S
ď }∆3pM2q}S ` 3Lpmq}∆3}1,S,S ,
where }∆j}1,S,S are defined as
}∆j}1,S,S “ }∆j,1,h}1,S,S “ max
}rU2}Sď1,rankprU2q“r2
}qU2}Sď1,rankpqU2q“r2
››∆j,1,hpĂM2q››S.
Then, the numerator on the right-hand of (60) can be bounded by
}mat1pTOPUP1qppU pmq2 q ´ Ermat1pTOPUP1qsppU pmq2 q}S (61)
ď }mat1pTOPUP1qpU2q ´ Ermat1pTOPUP1qspU2q}S ` LpmqpK2 ´ 1q
3ÿ
j“1
h
1{2
0 max
hďh0
}∆j,1,h}1,S,S .
For general 1 ď k ď K, ∆j,k,h, applying Pdj‰kUj gives the general version of (61) with››∆j,k,h››k,S,S “ max}ĂMj}Sď1 ››∆j,k,h`dj‰k ĂMj˘››S.
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We claim that in certain events Ωj , j “ 1, 2, 3, with PpΩjq ě 1´ 5´1řKk“1 e´dk ,››∆j,k,h››k,S,S ď ρλ2kL`12pK2 ´ 1q˘, @1 ď k ď K. (62)
For simplicity, we will only prove this inequality for k “ 1 and K “ 2 in the form of
P
#
}∆j}1,S,S “ max
}ĂM2}Sď1
››∆j,1,hpĂM2q››S ě ρλ21L36
+
ď 5´1e´d2 . (63)
Define the ideal version of the ratio in (60) for general 1 ď k ď K as
L
pidealq
k “
2}mat1pTOPUPkqpˆj‰kUjq ´ Ermat1pTOPUPkqspˆj‰kUjq}S
σrkpErmat1pTOPUPkqspˆj‰kUjqq
, Lpidealq “ max
1ďkďK L
pidealq
k .
The proof of (58) also implies
Lpidealq ď CpTOPUPq1 Rpidealq with Rpidealq “ max
1ďkďKR
pidealq
k (64)
in an event Ω4 with PpΩ4q ď 5´1řKk“1 e´dk , where Rpidealqk is as in (21).
We aim to prove that in the event X4j“0Ωj
L
pm`1q
k ď 2Lpidealqk ` 12pK2 ´ 1qLpmqmaxj,k,h
››∆j,k,h››k,S,SLλ2k ď 2Lpidealqk ` ρLpmq, (65)
which would imply by induction
Lpm`1q ď 2p1` . . .` ρmqLpidealqk ` ρm`1Lp0q, (66)
and then the conclusions would follow from (58) and (64). We notice that by (43), (60), (61) and
(62), (65) holds provided that σrkpErmat1pTOPUPkqsppU pmqj , j ‰ kqq, the numerator in (60), is no
smaller than a half of its ideal version as in (18), e.g.
2σr1pErmat1pTOPUP1qsppU pmq2 qq ě σr1pErmat1pTOPUP1qspU2qq “ h1{20 λ21, (67)
in the case of k “ 1 and K “ 2. Again, we divide the rest of the proof into 4 steps to prove (63)
for j “ 1, 2, 3 and (67).
Step 1. We prove (63) for the ∆1pĂM2q. By Lemma 1 (ii), there exist U p`q2 , U p`1q2 P Rd2ˆr2 , 1 ď
`, `1 ď Nd2r2,1{8 “ 17d2r2 , such that }U p`q2 }S ď 1, }U p`
1q
2 }S ď 1 and
}∆1}1,S,S “ }∆1,1,h}1,S,S ď 2 max
`,`1ďNd2r2,1{8
››››› Tÿ
t“h`1
mat1pA1Ft´hAJ2 U p`q2 b EtU p`
1q
2 q
T ´ h
›››››
S
.
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We apply the Gaussian concentration inequality to the right-hand side above. Elementary calcula-
tion shows thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
››››› Tÿ
t“h`1
mat1pA1Ft´hAJ2 U p`q2 b EtU p`
1q
2 q
›››››
S
´
››››› Tÿ
t“h`1
mat1pA1Ft´hAJ2 U p`q2 b Et˚ U p`
1q
2 q
›››››
S
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
››››› Tÿ
t“h`1
mat1pA1Ft´hAJ2 U p`q2 b pEt ´ Et˚ qU p`
1q
2 q
T ´ h
›››››
S
ď
››››››››pmat1pA1F1A
J
2 b Id1q, ...,mat1pA1FT´hAJ2 b Id1qq
¨˚
˚˝U p`q2 d Id1 d pEJh`1 ´ E˚Jh`1qU p`
1q
2
...
U
p`q
2 d Id1 d pEJT ´ E˚JT qU p`
1q
2
‹˛‹‚
››››››››
S
ď ?T }Θ1˚,0}1{2S }U p`q2 }S}U p`
1q
2 }S
›››››››
¨˚
˝E
J
h`1 ´ E˚Jh`1
...
EJT ´ E˚JT
‹˛‚
›››››››
F
.
That is,
›››řTt“h`1 mat1pA1Ft´hAJ2 U p`q2 b EtU p`1q2 q›››
S
is a σ
?
T }Θ1˚,0}1{2S Lipschitz function in pE1, ..., ET q.
Employing similar arguments in the proof of Theorem 1 in Chen et al. (2019b), we have
E
››››› Tÿ
t“h`1
mat1pA1Ft´hAJ2 U p`q2 b EtU p`
1q
2 q
T ´ h
›››››
S
ď σp2T q
1{2p?d1 `
a
d1r22q
T ´ h }Θ1˚,0}
1{2
S
Then, by Gaussian concentration inequalities for Lipschitz functions,
P
˜››››› Tÿ
t“h`1
mat1pA1Ft´hAJ2 U p`q2 b EtU p`
1q
2 q
T ´ h
›››››
S
´ σp2T q
1{2p?d1 `
a
d1r22q
T ´ h }Θ1˚,0}
1{2
S ě
σ
?
T
T ´ h}Θ1˚,0}
1{2
S x
¸
ď 2e´x22 .
Hence,
P
˜
}∆1}1,S,S{2 ě σp2T q
1{2p?d1 `
a
d1r22q
T ´ h }Θ1˚,0}
1{2
S `
σ
?
T
T ´ h}Θ1˚,0}
1{2
S x
¸
ď 2N2d2r2,1{8e´
x2
2 .
As T ě 4h0, this implies with x — ?d2r2 that in an event with at least probability 1´ e´d2{5,
}∆1}1,S,S ď
C
piterq
1,K σT
´1{2}Θ1˚,0}1{2S p
?
d1r2 `?d2r2q
12pK2 ´ 1q ď
C
piterq
1,K pλ21Rpidealq1 ` σT´1{2}Θ1˚,0}1{2S
?
d2r2q
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with the R
pidealq
k in (21) and a constant C
piterq
1,K depending on K only. In this event, (23) gives
36pλkq´2}∆1,k,h}k,S,S ď Cpiterq1,K {Cpiterq0 ď ρ. Thus, (63) holds for ∆1˚pĂM2q.
Step 2. Note that
}∆2}1,S,S “ maxrU2PRd2ˆr2 ,qU2PRd2ˆr2 ,
}rU2}Sď1,}qU2}Sď1
››››› Tÿ
t“h`1
mat1pEt´h rU2 b UJ1 A1FtAJ2 qU2q
T ´ h
›››››
S
.
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Then, inequality (63) for ∆2pĂM2q follow from the same argument as the above step.
Step 3. Now we prove (63) for the ∆3pĂM2q. We split the sum into two terms over the index sets,
S1 “ tph, 2hs Y p3h, 4hs Y ¨ ¨ ¨ u X ph, T s and its complement S2 in ph, T s, so that tEt´h, t P Sau is
independent of tEt, t P Sau for each a “ 1, 2. Let na “ |Sa|.
By Lemma 1 (ii), we can find U
p`q
2 , U
p`1q
2 P Rd2ˆr2 , 1 ď `, `1 ď Nd2r2,1{8 such that }U p`q2 }S ď 1,
}U p`1q2 }S ď 1. In this case,
}∆3}1,S,S “ }∆3,1,h}1,S,S ď 2 max
1ď`,`1ďNd2r2,1{8
››››› Tÿ
t“h`1
mat1pEt´hU p`q2 b EtU p`
1q
2 q
T ´ h
›››››
S
. (68)
Define Ga “ pEt´hU p`q2 , t P Saq and Ha “ pEtU p`
1q
2 , t P Saq. Then, Ga, Ha are two independent
Gaussian matrices. By Lemma 2(ii), for any x ą 0,
P
˜››››› ÿ
tPSa
mat1pEt´hU p`q2 b EtU p`
1q
2 q
›››››
S
ě d1?r2 ` 2r2
a
d1na ` x2 `?nx` 2
a
d1r2x
¸
ď 2e´x2{2.
As in the derivation of }∆3˚}1,S,S in the proof of Theorem 2, we have, with x —
?
d2r2 and some
constant C
piterq
1,K depending on K only,
P
¨˝
}∆3,1,h}1,S,S ě
C
piterq
1,K σ
2
36
ˆ
r2
?
d1 `?d2r2
T 1{2
` d1
?
r2 ` d2r2 ` r2?d1d2
T
˙‚˛ď e´d2{5.
This yields (63) for ∆3pĂM2q as in the end of Step 1 for ∆1pĂM2q.
Step 4. Next, we consider the r1-th largest singular value of σr1pErmat1pTOPUP1qsppU pmq2 qq in the
event X4j“0Ωj . By definition, the left singular subspace of Ermat1pTOPUP1qsppU pmq2 q is U1. Then,
σr1pErmat1pTOPUP1qsppU pmq2 qq
“σr1
˜
mat1
˜
Tÿ
t“h`1
A1Ft´hAJ2 pU pmq2 bA1FtAJ2 pU pmq2
T ´ h , h “ 1, ..., h0
¸¸
“σr1
˜
mat1
˜
Tÿ
t“h`1
A1Ft´hAJ2 U2UJ2 pU pmq2 bA1FtAJ2 U2UJ2 pU pmq2
T ´ h , h “ 1, ..., h0
¸¸
“σr1
˜
mat1
˜
Tÿ
t“h`1
A1Ft´hAJ2 U2 bA1FtAJ2 U2
T ´ h , h “ 1, ..., h0
¸
¨
´
UJ2 pU pmq2 d Id1 d UJ2 pU pmq2 d Ih0¯
¸
ěσr1
˜
mat1
˜
Tÿ
t“h`1
A1Ft´hAJ2 U2 bA1FtAJ2 U2
T ´ h , h “ 1, ..., h0
¸¸
¨ σmin
´
UJ2 pU pmq2 d Id1 d UJ2 pU pmq2 d Ih0¯
ěσr1
˜
mat1
˜
Tÿ
t“h`1
A1Ft´hAJ2 bA1FtAJ2
T ´ h , h “ 1, ..., h0
¸¸
¨ σmin
´
UJ2 pU pmq2 ¯ ¨ σmin ´UJ2 pU pmq2 ¯
ěah0λ21p1´ Lpmq2q.
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The last step follows from the definitions in (4) and (43). If Lpmq ď 1{2, then
σr1pErmat1pTOPUP1qsppU pmq2 qq ěah0λ21{2.
By (18), λ21h
1{2
0 “ σr1
`
mat1pΘ1,1:h0q
˘ “ σr1`mat1pErTOPUP1spU2q˘. We prove this condition in
the event X4j“0Ωj . By (22) and (58), Lp0q ď CpTOPUPq1 Rp0q ď CpTOPUPq1 {C0 ď 1{2. By induction,
given Lpmq ď 1{2, (67) holds for the same m. Applying (58), (64) and (66),
Lpm`1q ď CpTOPUPq1
 
2p1` . . .` ρmqRpidealq ` ρm`1Rp0q( ď CpTOPUPq1 2p1´ ρq´1Rp0q
ď CpTOPUPq1 2p1´ ρq´1{C0 ď 1{2.
This completes the induction and the proof of the entire theorem.
6.3 Proofs of other Corollaries
Proposition 1. Let λ “śKk“1 }Ak}S. Assume that the condition numbers of AJkAk (k “ 1, ...,K)
are bounded. Then, for all 1 ď k ď K, we have,
}Θk,0}op — λ2}Φk,0}op, }Θk˚,0}S — λ2}Φk˚,0}S,
τk,rk — λ2 ˆ σrk pmat1pΦk,1:h0qq ,
τk˚,rk — λ2 ˆ σrk
´
Φ
˚pcanoq
k,1:h0
{λ2
¯
.
Proof. If the condition numbers of AJkAk (k “ 1, ...,K) are bounded, all the singular values of Ak
are at the same order. Then Proposition 1 immediately follows.
Proofs of Corollary 1 and 3. Employing Proposition 1, under Assumption 2 and Ermat1pΦk,1:h0qs
is of rank rk, we can show λk — λ. When the ranks rk are fixed, condition (23) can be written as
C
piterq
0 R
pidealq ď 1. Thus, for C0 “ 1{Rp0q “ 6CpTOPUPq1 and Cpiterq0 “ 1{Rpidealq “ Cpiterq1,K {ρ, we have
ρ “ Cpiterq1,K {Cpiterq0 “ C0{Cpiterq0 .
For m “ 1, this gives the rate Rpidealq by (24). Then Corollary 1 follows from the results of Theorem
1.
Similarly, Applying Proposition 1, under Assumption 2 and ErΦ˚pcanoqk,1:h0 {λ2s is of rank rk, we can
obtain λk˚ — λ. Then Corollary 3 follows from the results of Theorem 2.
Proofs of Corollary 2 and 4. Applying Assumption 3 to Theorem 1 (resp. Theorem 2), then Corol-
lary 2 (resp. Corollary 4) follows.
6.4 Techinical Lemmas
Lemma 1. Let d, dj , d˚, r ď d^ dj be positive integers,  ą 0 and Nd, “ tp1` 2{qdu.
(i) For any norm } ¨ } in Rd, there exist Mj P Rd with }Mj} ď 1, j “ 1, . . . , Nd,, such that
max}M}ď1 min1ďjďNd, }M ´Mj} ď . Consequently, for any linear mapping f and norm } ¨ }˚,
sup
MPRd,}M}ď1
}fpMq}˚ ď 2 max
1ďjďNd,1{2
}fpMjq}˚.
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(ii) Given  ą 0, there exist Uj P Rdˆr and Vj1 P Rd1ˆr with }Uj}S _ }Vj1}S ď 1 such that
max
MPRdˆd1 ,}M}Sď1,rankpMqďr
min
jďNdr,{2,j1ďNd1r,{2
}M ´ UjV Jj1 }S ď .
Consequently, for any linear mapping f and norm } ¨ }˚ in the range of f ,
sup
M,ĂMPRdˆd1 ,}M´ĂM}Sď
}M}S_}ĂM}Sď1
rankpMq_rankpĂMqďr
}fpM ´ ĂMq}˚
2Irăd^d1
ď sup
}M}Sď1
rankpMqďr
}fpMq}˚ ď 2 max
1ďjďNdr,1{8
1ďj1ďN
d1r,1{8
}fpUjV Jj1 q}˚. (69)
(iii) Given  ą 0, there exist Uj,k P Rdkˆrk and Vj1,k P Rd1kˆrk with }Uj,k}S _ }Vj1,k}S ď 1 such that
max
MkPR
dkˆd1k ,}Mk}Sď1
rankpMkqďrk,@kďK
min
jkďNdkrk,{2
j1
k
ďN
d1
k
rk,{2,@kďK
›››dKk“2Mk ´dKk“2pUjk,kV Jj1k,kq›››op ď pK ´ 1q.
For any linear mapping f and norm } ¨ }˚ in the range of f ,
sup
Mk,
ĂMkPRdkˆd1k ,}Mk´ĂMk}Sď
rankpMkq_rankpĂMkqďrk
}Mk}S_}ĂMk}Sď1 @kďK
}fpdKk“2Mk ´dKk“2ĂMkq}˚
p2K ´ 2q ď sup
MkPR
dkˆd1k
rankpMkqďrk}Mk}Sď1,@k
›››f`dKk“2Mk˘›››˚ (70)
and
sup
MkPR
dkˆd1k ,}Mk}Sď1
rankpMkqďrk @kďK
›››f`dKk“2Mk˘›››˚ ď 2 max1ďjkďNdkrk,1{p8K´8q
1ďj1
k
ďN
d1
k
rk,1{p8K´8q
›››f`dKk“2 Ujk,kV Jj1k,k˘›››˚. (71)
Proof. (i) The covering number N follows from the standard volume comparison argument as
the p1 ` {2q-ball under } ¨ } and centered at the origin contains no more than p1 ` 2{qd disjoint
p{2q-balls centered at Mj . The inequality follows from the “subtraction argument”,
sup
}M}ď1
}fpMq}˚ ´ max
1ďjďNd,1{2
}fpMjq}˚ ď sup
}M´Mj}ď1{2
}fpM ´Mjq}˚ ď sup
}M}ď1
}fpMq}˚{2.
(ii) The covering numbers are given by applying (i) to both U and V in the decompositionM “ UV J
as Lemma 7 in Zhang and Xia (2018). The first inequality in (69) follows from the fact that for
r ă d ^ d1, pM ´ ĂMq{ is a sum of two rank-r matrices with no greater spectrum norm than 1,
and the second inequality of (69) again follows from the subtraction argument although we need
to split M ´ UjV Jj1 into two rank r matrices to result in an extra factor of 2.
(iii) The proof is nearly identical to that of part (ii). The only difference is the factor K ´ 1 when
} dKk“2Mk ´dKk“2ĂMk}op ď pK ´ 1qmax2ďkďK }Mk ´ ĂMk}S is applied.
Lemma 2. (i) Let G P Rd1ˆn and H P Rd2ˆn be two centered independent Gaussian matrices such
that EpuJvecpGqq2 ď σ2 @ u P Rd1n and EpvJvecpHqq2 ď σ2 @ v P Rd2n. Then,
}GHJ}S ď σ2
`a
d1d2 `
a
d1n`
a
d2n
˘` σ2xpx` 2?n`ad1 `ad2q
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with at least probability 1´ 2e´x2{2 for all x ě 0.
(ii) Let Gi P Rd1ˆd2 , Hi P Rd3ˆd4 , i “ 1, . . . , n, be independent centered Gaussian matrices such that
EpuJvecpGiqq2 ď σ2 @ u P Rd1d2 and EpvJvecpHiqq2 ď σ2 @ v P Rd3d4. Then,››››mat1ˆ nÿ
i“1
Gi bHi
˙››››
S
ď σ2`ad1n`ad1d3d4 `and2d3d4˘
`σ2x`x`?n`ad1 `ad2 `ad3d4˘
with at least probability 1´ 2e´x2{2 for all x ě 0.
Proof. Assume σ “ 1 without loss of generality. Let x ě 0.
(i) Independent of G and H, let ζj P Rn, j “ 1, 2, be independent standard Gaussian vectors. As
in Chen et al. (2019b), the Sudakov-Fernique inequality provides
E
”
}GHJ}S
ˇˇˇ
G
ı
ď E
”
max
}u}2“1
uJGζ2
ˇˇˇ
G
ı
` }G}S
a
d2.
Thus, by the Gaussian concentration inequality
P
"
}GHJ}S ě E
”
max
}u}2“1
uJGζ2
ˇˇˇ
G
ı
` }G}Sp
a
d2 ` xq
ˇˇˇˇ
G
*
ď e´x2{2.
Applying the Sudakov-Fernique inequality again, we have
E
”
E
”
max
}u}2“1
uJGζ2
ˇˇˇ
G
ı
` }G}Sp
a
d2 ` xq
ı
ďad1n` pad1 `?nqpad2 ` xq.
Moreover, as the Lipschitz norm of E
“
max}u}2“1 uJGζ2
ˇˇ
G
‰ ` }G}Sp?d2 ` xq is bounded by ?n `?
d2 ` x, by the Gaussian concentration inequality
E
”
max
}u}2“1
uJGζ2
ˇˇˇ
G
ı
` }G}Sp
a
d2 ` xq
ď ad1n` pad1 `?nqpad2 ` xq ` x`?n`ad2 ` x˘
holds with at least probability 1´ e´x2{2.
(ii) We treat G “ pG1, . . . , Gnq P Rd1ˆd2ˆn and H “ pH1, . . . ,Hnq P Rd3ˆd4ˆn as tensors. Let
ξ “ pξ1, . . . , ξnq P Rd2ˆn be a standard Gaussian matrix independent of H. For u P Rd1 and
V P Rd2ˆpd3d4q,
E
„››››mat1ˆ nÿ
i“1
Gi bHi
˙››››
S
ˇˇˇˇ
H

“ E
„
sup
}u}2“1,}V }F“1
uJmat1pGqvec
`
mat3pHqV J
˘ˇˇˇˇ
H

ď ad1 sup
}V }F“1
}mat3pHqV J}F ` E
„
sup
}V }F“1
pvecpξqqJvec`mat3pHqV J˘ˇˇˇˇH
“ ad1}mat3pHq}S ` E„ˆ d2ÿ
j“1
d3d4ÿ
k“1
ˆ nÿ
i“1
ξi,jvecpHiqk
˙2˙1{2 ˇˇˇˇ
H

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ď ad1}mat3pHq}S `ad2}vecpHq}2
By the Gaussian concentration inequality,
P
"››››mat1ˆ nÿ
i“1
Gi bHi
˙››››
S
ě pad1 ` xq}mat3pHq}S `ad2}vecpHq}2 ˇˇˇˇH* ď e´x2{2.
Moreover, as E
“p?d1`xq}mat3pHq}S`?d2}vecpHq}2‰ ď p?d1`xq`?n`?d3d4˘`?d2nd3d4 and
the Lipschitz norm of p?d1 ` xq}mat3pHq}S `?d2}vecpHq}2 is bounded by ?d1 ` x`?d2,
pad1 ` xq}mat3pHq}S `ad2}vecpHq}2
ď pad1 ` xq`?n`ad3d4˘`and2d3d4 ` x`ad1 ` x`ad2˘
holds with at least probability 1´ e´x2{2.
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